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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

May 2, 1979

Dear Homebuyer:

All Americans are aware of the rising costs of homeownership.
While taxes, mortgage rates, maintenance, insurance, and energy
Costs are all rising, energy costs seem to be taking a larger and .

larger share of the homeowner's budget. The Department of
Housing and Urban Devel.opment and the Department of Energy
have produced the enclosed booklet to help citizens deal with The
problems of housing costs and energy consumption.

Whether you'Gre thinking of buying a newly constructed home
... or an existing home, this guide will help yDu in your purchasing

decisions. It shows you how a house uses energy, how yoo can
estimate your energy costs, and how you can evaluate the energy-
efficiency of evariety of homes. In addition, a number-of tips
on how to save energy after you move in are included.

With the benefits of recent tax credits by .the Government,,and
better information programs for homeowners about energy
conservation; we as individuals and families can contribute tq
our national goal of becoming energy independent.

Sincerely,

..

.41,7
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If you are buying or thinking of buying anew or used home, you shotild
read this Guide. It will tell you how to choose a home that serves the many
needs of your family and at the same time is efficient to heat and coot. A few
minutes spent using this Guide and following its recommendations will help
save you moifey; perhaps a great deal of money.

In examining a home, you will obviously want to consider many factors.
The cost of heating and cooling the home may not be one of the more
"glamorous" factors, but it should be among the most relevant. Energy
costs have risen considerably in recent years, much more rapidly than the
rate of inflation, and future energy'costs promise to be even higher. Which
Nome you select may make a difference of thOusands of dollars in terms of
your total energy costs. So don't ignore energy costs in making this most im-
portant purchase decision. The. Energy-Wise Hainebuyer will help you to
make an informed decision.i

Thii Guide is.divided into three main parts you need'only read the parts
that apply to you:

Part' 1 is-forbuyers of new homes, and starts on tha next page.
Part 2 is for buyers of used or existing homes, and starts on page .25.
Part 8 is for buyers of both new and existing homesIt provides a more
detailed, in-depth look at the energy-efficiency features of any home and
also contains tips on energy-efficient living. Part 3 starts on page 43.

We suggest that you read" through Part 1 or Part 2-before-you go to visit
any homes. Then, take this Guide with you when you visit homes, and use it
as a reference. "Energy Checklists" are provided at the ends of Part 1 and
Part 2, where_you can make note of the energy features of each home you

At the back of this Guide, starting on page 56, there is a glossary of
energy-efficiency terms. Also, on page 58, there is a list of sources of further

-information on home energy efficiency.
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The problem you face
. .

Many builders today are genuinely concerned about energy efficiency,
and many new homes built today are very energy-efficientpBut don't take
energy efficiency for granted in a new home. Don't assume that a home is
energy-efficient just because it is new. Don't assume that all new homes will
have the same energy costs.

There are no ironclad guarantees of energy efficieniy in new homes.
Codes and standards to help asaure that new honies *ill be energy-efficient
are just beginning to be, implemented, and at the preseni time,not all new
homes comply with them. In addition, present-day codes and standards do
not cover some energy-efficiency features that are important and worth
looking for. Nevertheless, it is possible for you to evaluate different new
homes and make a wise, energy-efficient choice. This part of The Energy-
Wise Hornebuyer shows you how.

3
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How to shop for energy. efficiency in a new hoine
How can you, a concerned homebuyer, 'besure of choosing a new home

' that is energy - efficient?

There aretwo methods for You to use. They are to

1. Look at the energy-efficiency features of each home. -

2. Looleateliergy cost.estimates fiom builders and dealers.

Important energy-efficiency features include proper insulation, protec-
tion against air leaks: and efficient heating and .copling equipment. This
Guide highlights twelve important energy efficiency features to look for in a
new home. Starting on the next page, the Guide explains -what these
features are and how to select the' home with the best combination of
features.

Estimates of the costs of heating and cooling a home are often provided
by builders and dealers, based on past experience or on engineering calcula-
tions. Pages 20 and 21 of this Guide explain how to obtain these estimates
and how to use them correctly, --

We suggest that Ou use both these methods. That way, one method can
serve as a check on the accuracy of the other:

To sum up
Don't take energy efficiency for granted in new homes. Lo6k at their

energy-efficiency features before you make your choice. Also, obtain energy
cost estimates and carefully evaluate them.

When you go out to look at a home, take The Energy-Wise Homebuyer
with' you as a reference guide. If you like, use the New Homes Energy
Checklist (pages 22 and 23) to note the features of the home.

Remember, if you choose the right home, you could save literally hun-
dreds of dollars each Steer and have improved comfort and livability as
well.

In
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These twelve energy-efficiency features are selected out of all, the possible .

ones for you to look 'for. All of these twelve features are important. You
should become fantiliaiwith each of these features so that youokill be best,
able to evaluate the energy efficiency of the homes that you visit-They are,
features that you can either ask the builder or seller about or easily in-
vestigate for yourself. If present;they will all result in significantly loi,vere.c1
energY. bills.

The twelve features are diyided into two categories:

Six major features
Six quality checks ,

Six major features _

The' six major features are the first six illustrated on the neat two pages
and are numbered ,1 through 6. These features include proper levels of in-
sulation, caulking and weatherstripping, s -n sash in \cooler climates, and
proper choices of..heating and roofing equipp nt.

Not every home should have every one of these features for example,
not every home should have a heat pump, storm windowS, or large amounts
of attic insulation.' But every home should have a proper combination of
these features --- suitable for the local climate, and suitable for the types of
energy available in your area. If you want your new home to be as
economical as possible, be familiar with these six featuresAnow which are
recommended for your area and choice of fuels, and make sure that the
home you choose has as many of the recommended features as.possible.

The next two pages illustiate these features. Pages 8 through 14 explain
them in detail. ;

,

Six qualitytcheeks
These six features will also increase the energy efficiency of a home. They

should be. checked to determine the general quality of construction and the
builder's concern for energy conservation.

Tlie quality of construction of a home particularly its tightness against
air leaks and the quality of installation of insulation greatly affects its
energy efficiency. Many small features go to make-up quality of construc-
tion. Many are hidden from sight. But ,the six items here are representative
of these many small features. If they are there, chances are that many other
energy-efficiency features are present also.

- These "Six Quality Checks" are shown on the next two pages ar5c1 are
described in detail on pages 14 through 18.

319-822 0 - 80 - 2
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Majo't Oeotures

1. Proper levels of insulation:
In-ceilings and attics:

. e,In walls. ,
.

I; In floors; crawl space or.bagment
wails slid slab foundation perimeters,...
AN ESSENTIAL FEATURE. 4:1.

See page 8 for details.

Caulking anal weatherstripping:*
Caulking of window and door

frames, and of cracks and joints on
the outside of the house.

Windrs weatherstripped and ad7
justed so thatyou can't rattle them.
See page 10 for details.

3. Storm windows and doors (or in-
sulating grass and thermal doors) in.
climates where they are needed.
See page 11 for details.

4. Type of heating system.
See page 12,

,5. A heiit Runt instead of electric
resistance heat, if gas or-oil is not
available. A good feature in some
but' not all climates and-areas of
the country.
Sns, Page 12.

6. An air conditioning unit with
high Energy Efficiency Ratio
(EER). Or; no central air condition=
ing at all In cooler climates.
See page 13.

v



Six Quality Checks,

7. Ducts and pipes located in the
Elated space of the honie if
posiible; or, if in, unheated spaces, 7.
tightly sealed and insulated.
See page 14 for details.

8. Quality installation of attic in
sulation.

Even installation no holes or
gaps, exceptaround vents and light
fixtures; no,thin spcks.

\ Attic access' that is weatherstripped
and insulated.
See page 15., ,

9.. A clock thermostat for central
heating and air conditioning systems
(not recommended for heat pumps in
winter).
Individual room controls for electric
resistance baseboard heat.
'See page 16 for details.

4

10. Proper orientation and shading
of vvindOws. A maximum of windows
to the southAivith summer shading.
Fewer windows to the north, east, and
west. Shoding for east and west win-
dows if possible.
See page 17 for de-tails.

11. Band j2isi insulation:
See page.ff.

,,,-
.4 .,.

12., Outside combustion air intakes
,,

for furnaces and fireplaco.
See page 18.

12
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Ceilingboard

VaiSor barrier

Insulation

Joists

Attic insulation.

OUTSIDE
Vrkeaa,

Exterior sheathing
mom

Wall studs

Walt insulation.

Flnishexiiloo,ii!'
AO Table 2. For homes heated with electric resistance heat*

Feature Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D :I Zone E

1. Ceiling Insulation R-19 R22 R-30 R-30 R-38

2. Wall Insulationt R-11 R-13 R-19 R-19 R-19

It is essential that a home have adequate amounts of insulation, in its ..
ceiling or attic
walls . - - 4

crawl space or basement walls,; floors; or slab foundation perimeters.

How much insulation you need depends on your climate and your cost of .

energy. The tables below present suggested guidelines. 'I hese guidelines are ,
in line with the new Minimum ProDeity Standards being developed by the
U.S. Department of Housiug and Urban Development.

To understand these tables, you need to understand i term "R-value."
"R- values," as shown in the tables, suclas R-11, R-19,,etc., are measures of
the ipsulating value of insulation. The higher the R-valite, the higher the in-
sulaYing value of ihe insulation. For example, an R-11 glass fiber'insulating
batt is about 31/2 inches thick; an R-19 glass fiber batt is about 6 or 692
inches thick. Other types of insulation have greater or lesser insulating
valuexerinch of thickness. .\Look at the map on the accompanying page tp see which climate zone you
are in A, B, C, D, or E. Now refer to the Opropriate column of each
table. Note that Table 1 is for homes with all types of heating except elec-
tric resistance, and Table 2 is specifically for homesmith electric resistance
heat. For easier reference, circle the column on each table for your climate
zone.

ON.

Table 1: For homes heated with oil, gas or heat pumps*

Feature Zone A ZOne B Zone C Zone D Zone E

1. Ceiling Insulation

2. Wall Insulationt
3. Floors Over

Unheated Spaces
4. Foundation Walls

of Heated Spaces
5. Slab Foundation

Perimeter

R-19 R-19 ' R-26 1; -30 R-38

R;11 R-11. R-13 R-'19

none none R-11 R-11 R-19

none none

none R-2

R-6 R -lr R-11

R-5 R-7.3

Joist
r barrier

_

Insulation

Crawl space insulation

,
3. Floors Over

Unheated Spaces none --FLU
4. Foundation Walls

of Heated Spaces none none R-6 R-41 11,11

5. Slab Foundation
Perimeter none R-5 R-7.5 R-7.5 R-7.5

"Bast,...1 on the May 1979 revisions to the HUD Minimum Property Standards.
tDoes not apply to masonry walls, which should comply with local standards.

*4

'4-
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These are the basic requtrements that a new home should meet. When
you talk to the dealer, it is a good idea to specifically ask about the insula-
tion levels in each part of the home ailing, walls, and floor. Make sire
that these insulation levels are reasonably close to what is recommended
here.

p Proper levels 9f insulation:
11,An essential feature.

An important feature.
A good quality check.

"`]!Something you or the builder can add
or improve at time of purchase.

But only in some cases and for certain parts of the home.

Climate Zones of the U.S.

C

9

4
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Caulking and weatherstripping are essential features of a home. Their
presence and quality of installation are also good indicators of the overall
quality of construction.

"Caulking" consists of a flexible. sealing compound. All outside cracks
and jointWoutside of the house should be caulked, If a home is not properly
caulked it will not be energy-efficient.You should either not purchase it, or .1,
if you do purchase it, caulk it yourself or have 'the builder caulk it as soon as
possible.

Check for good caulking job .by looking at the, places indicated in the
illustrations:

Corners An the outside of the house and
around exterior chimneys

caulking
.at window
:;land door frames

S.,

Around the window and door frames on the
outside of the house

Places'1;vhere pipes and wires enter the house Between the foundation and the sill plate.

Weatherstripping.

K.

"Weatherstripping" consists of seals made of metal, foam, or vinyl strips
round -the tdges-of-the moving p-iiits of doors and viin-TOWS. Nearly all new

homes are -weatherstripped, but some jobs are better than others. You can
check the quality of weatherstripping by rattling a few windows when they
are locked. Good quality windows, when properly installed and adjusted,
will operate easily but not rattle significantly.

10

Caulking and weatherstripping: .
An essential feature.

gAn important feature.
A good quality check.

4 Something you'or the builder can add
or improve at time of purchase.



In cooler climates, windows should have two or even three layers of glass,
and exterior doors either should be thermal doors' or should have storm
doors.

The windows in a house can have two layers of glass by either using storm
windows or insulatingglass. (Insulating glass consists of two layers of glass
in a single window frame, separated by a small air space.) Three layers of
glass are usually obtained by combining-storm windows with permanently
installed windows of insulating glass.

, Table 3: For homes heated with oil, gas or heat pumps*

Feature Zone A Zone B Zvne C. Zone D Zone E

1. Number of Glass
Layers for Windows 1 1 1 2 3 Insulating glass with therinal break. tr:

2. Storm Door`or
Thermal Door No No Not Not -

Table 4: For home's heated with electric resistance heat*
Feature Zone A Zone B Zo;le C Zone D Zone E

1. Number of Glasks
Layers for Windows 1 2 2 3 3

2. Storm Deoror
Thermal Door No Not Not Yes Yes

Based on the May 1979 revisions to the HUD Minimum Property Standards.
tStorm door or.thermal door is recommended if primary door is hollow or is over 25% glass.

The most energy:efficient windows are either wood-framed windows
(plain or vinyl-covered), or metal framed windows with a "thermal break"
of' insulating material between the inner and outer portions of the frame
(see illustration). -

sO

Storm windows and doors
(or insulating glass dnd thermal doors):

01An ssentiaLfeatur
Elf An important feature..

. A good quality check.

Thermal door.

Weatherstripping
",on jamb"

WSomething you or the builder can add
or improve at time of Purchase.

Storm window.

'A thermal door has a core of high-efficiency insulating material, and high-quality, weaiher-
stripping.



An bil or gas furnace is usually more
economical than electric resistance heat.

Releases heat
to interior space

Extracts heat 4.AN

from outdoor alr

, . . ,

.

Heat pump system; heating mode

Energy costs with electric resistance heat are in most cases higher than
those with gas or oil heat. A gas or oil heating system, while more expensive
to purchase, will usually bemore economical in: the long run.

In some areas gas or oil heat is not °available for new homes. An.electric
heat pump will offer savings in some of these locations, but in others it will
not be economical (See iteni no. 5 below, "Heat pumps"). Thus ometimes
electric resistance heat is the only choice.

There Are three common kinds of electric resistance heating methods:
individual baseboard units located in each room, radiant ceiling panels,
and central "electric furnaces" from which hot air is distributed to all parts
of the home. If you buy a home with electric resistance heat, you can lower
your energy costs if you choose baseboard units or radiant ceiling panels
with individual thermostatic controls in each room.Individual controls let
you turn down the heat when the room is not in use. Electric furnaces doot
have individual thermostatic room controls, and are less desirable for this
reason.

Note: Electrically heated homes should have thicker 'insulation than
other homes. Look very carefully at an electrically heated home to be'sure
that it has the required insulation and as many of the other recommended
features as possible -- refer back to the tables on pages 8 and 11.

Type of heating systeni:
An essential feature.

Qf An important feature.

A goOd quality check.

So;nething you cr the builder uan add
or improveat time of purclavie.

1111111M11111M111MMMNI
A "heat pump" is like an air conditioner that can both heat and cool. An air
conditioner takes heat fromincool raandAncivesit-outdoors, A-heta-trpumP-ex=------
tracts heat from the outdoor air and moves it indoors and does so ev:m
though the outdoor air is colder than the indoor air.

In the summer, the heat pump reverses itself and works like an ordinary
air conditioner.,

How do you tell whether you should consider a heat pump? A heat pump
system usually costs more than a conwmtional heating system plus central
air conditioning. Thdi, if a heat' pump-is to be chosen, the energy savings
from it must be large enough to pay for the 'addqcPinitial cost: Whether or
not it will pay for its added cost depend on your climate and .the relative
costs of different fuels.

r, In general, if the choice is between a heat pump on the ,onetand, and has
or oil heat with central air conditioning on the other, ga's or oil heat are like-
ly ly to'be lower in cost both to purchase and to operate.

)

If the choice is between a heat pump and electric resistance heat, a heat
pump may be your more cost-effective choice S but only if compared to

12 I 7



electric resistance heat with accompanying central air conditioning. (A heat
puiripp is always less cost-effective than electric resistance heating without
air conditioning.)

When considering a heat pump instead of electric resistance heat we
suggest that you ask the advice of your local electric company. They can
give you exact information regarding heat pump operating costs in your
area.

In general, heit pumps are most cost-effective in. moderate climates.
They are not recommended in warm climates. In cold climates, such as
Zone E on the climate map (page 9), only high-performance heat pump
(Coefficients of Perforinance greater than ?out 2.4) should be considered.

A heat pump instead of electric resistance heat:
An essential feature.
An important feature.
A good quality check.

SoMething you or the builder can add
or improve at time of purchase.

The "energy efficiency ratio" or `TER" of an air conditioneris a measure of
the amount of cooling power it provides for each unit of electricity it uses.
The higher the EER, :,he less it will cost to operate. The EER ratings of air
cOnditioneis ovary all the way from 6.0 to 9.0 or more. An air conditioner
with an EER of .9.0 uses only two-thirds as much energy as one with an EER
of 6.0. This could mean a savings of $100 per year in a typical home in a
waim elimate.2. 3

'The Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute (ARI) publishes a directory giving the EERs
of nearly all 'air conditioning models:Most air conditioning contractors have a copy of this
directory and can tell you the EER of a unit if you tell them the exact make and model
number. The ARI will also answer mail or telephone inquiries about s
clress-and-telephone cumber are the o owing:

Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Institute
1815 North Fort Myer Drive
Arlington, VA 22209
Telephone: 703/524-8800

II

'You can calculate the EER for yourself from the information on the nameplate of the unit
(probably on the outdoor part of the unit). The nameplate will show the rited output in BTUs
f$ritish Thermal Units), and will also show the rated amps and voltage of power use, plus
whether the unit uses single-phase or three-phase power. The EER may be calculated as
follows:

For single-phase power:.

" F. : three-phase power:

EER = BTUs
.85 x Amps x Volts

EER = BTUs
1.73 x Amps it-Volts

For example, a 24,000 BTU unit using single-phase power and rated at 32 amps and 110 volts
has an EER of 24,000

8 0
.85 x 32 x 110 .

319-822 - 80 -.3 ..
13

Central air conditioner: outdoor unit.
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Room air conditioner.

Sheet
metal dirt

Heating pipe with
insulation

All new room air conditioners have EER labels. It is expected that
starting sometime in 1979, new central air conditioners, as well, will be
labelled with estimated yearly energy costs:

If yob are buying or ordering a home that is not yet completed, or if you
are buying a home in which a central air conditioning unit is not yet in-
stalled, you can specify that you want a high-EER unit 8.0 or more. An
air conditioning contractor can help you in selecting Fal appropriate unit,
and can show you the complete manufacturer's specifications.

One more point about air conditioning: In many climates, you should
consider living without an air conditioning unit. With wise usezof natural
ventilation and shading,-and with a whole -house exhaust fan system, you
can still be comfortable and save both the cost of the air conditioning
Unit and the cost of operating it.

Air conditioning unit with high EER:
r. An essential feature.

litAn important. feature.
A good quality check.

Something you or the builder can add
or improve at time of purchase.

Air ducts and heating pipes can be major sources of heat loss unless they are
either located inside the heated space or insulated. The best method is to
place ducts and heating pipes inside the heated space of the house. If they
are located inside the heated space, they need' not be insulated since any
heat leakage will be beneficial to the house.

Often, though, ducts and heating-pipes are located in unheated attics
and crawl spaces. If so, they must be insulated. Ducts should-be covered by
insulating blankets at least two inches thick or by rigid insulation at
least one inch thick. Even thicker insulation is recommended in colder
climates. Heating pipes should have at least one-half inch of insulation, and
an inch or more in colder climates. Pipes carrying air conditioning refrig-
erant should also be insulated.

The quatitrolinTraUtion of the insulation is also important, especially
for ducts. Ducts 'should be tightly sealed so that no air leakage occurs out-,
side the heated space of the house. DuCts used .for air conditioning should
have a vapor barrier on the outside of the insulation. Duct and pipe insula-
tion should be continuous, that is, without gaps, and securely fastened to
the ducts and pipes.

It is not necessary for pipes carrying hot tap water to be insulated, since
these pipes are not in use a large percentage of the time.

.n Properly insulated duc't and pipe.

14

Ducts and pipes located in the heated space,
or insulated in unheated spaces:

An essential feature.
te An important feature.
I A good quality check.

fif Something you or the builder can acid
or, improve at time of purchase.
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Attic insulation must be installed evenly, without holes or gaps, in 'order to
be fully effective. Even small gaps damage performance:

Look for the following feafureg:
."

Blanket-type insulation should be snugly fitted around joints and
irregularities.

If loose-fill insulation is used, it should extend evenly out to the edges
but not cover the eaves beyond the ceiling. Inspect the whole attic, not
just the area right next to the attic access.

Insulation should not block ventilation slots at the eaves. If loose fill in-
sulation is used, baffles or other means should be provided to prevent in-
sulation from spilling into the eave area. ,
Insulation should not be installed closer than three inches to recessed
ceiling light fixtures:

The attic access should have a thick layer of insulation fastened to it
extending out to the edges and be weatheratripped around the edges to
make a tight seal when closed. '

There should be a tight seal around where ducts descend into .the living
spade, and around flues, and chimneys. Gaps around flues and chimneys

-- must be filled only with non-burning material.

Note: All attics should have adequate natural ventilation. Look for gents at
the gable, along the eaves, and/or-along the ridge. See Part 3, page 48, for
more details.

Well installed attic insulation:
if An essentiatfeature. 1*

O An important featu're.

VA good quality check.

allSomething-you-or-the-billdercenvdd
Or improve at time of purchase.

Check for air eaks
and dip11insulation

6

All/ 41/ AWAr.,
Foam weatherstripping
around perimeter

Attic vent V

Well-installed atticinsulation. Poorly-installed attic insulation.

6.0

15

Well-installed attic insulation and weather-
stripped access.
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""?4hermostai'controls

Clock therrno'stat.

Individual room control for electric heating
unit.

Clock thennotiats
Clock thermostats automatically turn back the.thermostat setting for one

or more periods each day such as at night or when the house is empty.
clock thermostats are a good feature for energy savings.

You can achieve the same.energy savings' y remembering always to turn
-back the thermostat at appropriate times. But for most people, the con-
venience and reliability of an automatic clock thermostat makes it worth
the small added investment. If a new home has a clock thermostat, this in-
dicates an energy-conscious attitude on the part of the builder. If there is no
clock thermostat, consider adding one when you move in.

Whenever ydu set back the thermostat, you"will be saving a significant
amount of money. Setting She thermostat back '10 degrees each night can
save from 10 to 16 perCent of your heating bill. -

The two common types of clock thermostats are single setback and dual
setbaCk. The single setback type turns the heat back for one period; the
dual setback for two periods. Families that leave the.home completely un-
occupied in the day should consider a dual setback unit, that will twin the
heat down ill the daytime as well as at night.

If there is central air conditioning, the clock ,thermostat should, also
automatically, turn up the cooling setting in the summer.

Note: Clock thermostats and thermostat setbacks are not recommended in
the winter with electric heat pumps.

Individual Room Controls
With electric resistance heating, a gdod feature is to have baseboard

,heating units (not an electric furnace) with individual thermostatic controls
in every room. This allows you to turn back the thermostat in each rooni

_whenever it is not in use.

Zoned Heating Systems
If a hot water heating system is used, a zoned control system is a good

eatuie. In. a typical-zoned-system it-is-possible-td-have-the-bedrooms-at-one
temperature and the living area at another. The living area can be turned
back 10 degrees or more at night, and the-sleeping area can be similarly
turned back during thg day. Two block thermostats can be installed one
for each zone to do this automatically.

Zoning is not recommended for forced air heating systems because of the
high cost of the necessary equipment. .

Basement furnace
with two hot water
circulatiortsystems

Zoned; heating system.

16

Clock thermostats, individual room controls,
zoned heating systems:

0 Essential features.
lit Important features.
lit Good quality checks.

Sif'Something you or the builder can add
or improve at time of pure c!lase.

lock thermostat only.
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A south-facing window with ti storm window or dolible'. glass Can capture
sunlight in the winter and help to heat the house. A south-facing window
with triple glass will let in more heat in the daytime than it losest night.

In,the summer, the same window can be shaded so that direct sunlight
does not enter it and heat up the house. - .

Other things being equal, you should select the house with the best win-
dow and shading design.

A home should have as much of its whitlow area aS possible facing south,
and as little of its window area as possible facing' east, west, and north. In
addition, some type of summer shading should be provided for windows
that face south, east, or west.,

If the home is in a warm Climate and there is no outdoor shading
available, then'it is not:desirable for the Windows to face south: it is more
important in warm climates to keep the summer sun out than-to let the win-
ter sun in.-If good shading is not available, then it is better to have the most
window area to the north. o

Shading can be . provided by roof overhangs, working shutters, sun-
screens and awnings , and by deciduous trees, shrubs, and hedges. Seepage
52 for more information on shading devices'..,

For maximum energy efficiency, it is important that large south-facing___
windows ave blinds or curs-that are ,open on sunny winter days and

closed, at other times when it is cold or.hot outside.

Ideal orientation and shading.

Proper 6-zientation and shading of windows:
O An essential feature.
VAn important feature.
J A. good quality check.

O Something you or the builder can add
or improve at time of purchase.

The "bnnii joist" (nr "rim jnist") is shear in thp ArrnmpAnying illustratio
A carefully insulated band joist is a good energy-efficiency-feature and ,also
indicates good general quality of construction = it takes extra labor to'cut
insulation so that it fits well all the spaces.

When you inspect-the bandjoist, look for thick insulation (R-11 to R-19
or 3 to,6 inches thick) carefully cutto size and installed between each of

. the-hoor joists. If floor insulation has been installed, the ends of the insula-
tion runs should-be turned up or down so that the band-joist is covered. If
the band joist is not visible because a finished ceiling is installed on the
loweilevel, ask the builder if the band joist is insulated. Also, for a two story
house, ask if the band/joist betWeen the first and second stories is insulated.

Band joist insulation:,
0 An essential feature.

_0 An important feature.
" dA good quality check.

EifSomething you or the builder can add
orimprove at time of purchase.

17
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Band Joist

Foundation wail'

Band joist insulation.



Cogtbustion
air Intake

from outside

Outside combustion air intake for furnace.

a

Furnaces that burn gas or oil and are located in, heated spaces, as welfas all
fireplaces, should have outside combustion Sir intakes.. An "outside corn-
bustion air intake" is a duct leading from outside the house to the furnace or
fireplace. It draws air directly from Outdoors into the furnace or fireplace:
Without an, outside, combustion air intake, warm air is drawn from the
house, and cold-air is drawn into the house from outside to replace it. An
outside combustion air intake increases both efficiency and comfort.

Outside combustion aiintakes:
O An essential feature.

An important feature.
5,A good quality check.

Something you or 'the builder can add
or improve at time of purchase..

It!s easy to check for the twelve features highlighted here:Many of them are
things that yqu can directly ask the builder' Or salesperson.A knowledge-
able salesperson should be able to tell you about these seven features:

Feature no. 1. Proper levels of insulation. (Check the, features of the
.home against the tables on page 8).

Feature no. 3. Storm windows and ;doors. (Check .the features..of the
home against the tables on page 11).

Feature no's. 4 & 5.
Type of 'heating equipment. (pages 12-13).'

Feature no. 6. Air conditioning-with high -EER. (Unfortunately, not all
dealers know the EER, but you can find out for you'rself if
necessary, as shown on page 13).

Feature no. 9. Clock thermostats, zone controls, or individual room
controls (page 16).

Feature no. 12. Outside combustion air intakes (above).

A knowledgeable and conscientious salesperson will be eager to answer
Your questions about these enere-effiCient features --and will tell you
about other energy features of the home as well. Ask the salesperson to give
you a rundown of the energy-efficiency features offered in new homes.

Don't be shy about asking all the questions about energy features that
you want to ask. If the salesperson can't or won't answer them, it's a sign
that he or she may notbe knowledgeable enough or concerned enough about
energy to market an energy-efficient home.

The other five items are things that you should' check, for yourself
although the salesperson can help you 'locate what you are looking for.
These five items, again, are:

18

Feature no. 2. .Preserice and quality of protection`againsk air leaks
weatherstripping, caulking, seals and gaskets (Page 10).

3
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Feature no. 7.

Fekure no., 8.

Feature no. 10.

Feature no. 11.

Ducts.- and pipes: their location, and the quality and
thickness of tEeir insulation (page 14).

Well-installed attic insulation (pagi 15).4

Orientation and shading (page.17).

Presence and quality of band joist (rim joist) insulation
(page 17).

Using the new homes chicklist
It's a good idea to take notes to help remember the answers. The New

Homes. Checklist on pages 22 and 23 Will help to do jut that:To use the
checklist, bring it with you when you visit each home. Check offThe features
that each home has or does not have/rhere's space to score three different
homes.
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So far, this Guide has focused on the twelve features as one way to estimate
the energy .efficiency of new homes. Now the Guide will focus on a second.
approach ldoking at the energy cost provided by builders.

Past energy cost information
Many builders-now keep track of the energy costs for homes they guilt in

previous years as well as testimonials they have received from homeowners
pleased with the energy performance of their new homes. These builders are,
happy to provide you with this information. In particular, they can show
you records of actual past energy costs for homes like the one you'are in-
terested in buying. Qr, they can show you calculated predictions of energy_
use for heating and cooling.

This information helps you in two ways: '
First, it lets you compare energy costs of different homes btiilt by dif-

ferent builders.
Second, it helps you estimate your likely. energy costs 'for budgeting

purposes. a

Interpreting these estimates
'Be sure that you understand what these energy cost estimates mean and

what factors may affect them. There are two factors in particular to bear in
e. mind: r

-

1. The past utility records should be for a home of size and type similar to
the model for sale.

2. The past utility records should be for a home that uses the same fuels
and the same types of heating and cooling systems as the model for sale.

Bear in mind that energy costs for different families can vary by 50 per-.
cent or more due to other faCtors, such as the size of the family or its ljving
habits. These factors may explain why a' particular energy cost estimate
seems unusually low. If "an estimate seems unusually low, look at the energy
efficiency features of the home to see4f they are unusually good; otherwise,

o

take the figures with a grain of Silt.
If the past records do not meet these tests, then they are of little use. But'.----if-th ey d t these tests, then you can use them as guidelines to compare

different homes and to es im hat-you energy costs will be.

Othetypes of energy cost information
Another type of information that builders sometimes have consists. of

energy-cost estimates supplied by the local utility company. Some builders,
after completing their first homes of a particular model, may ask an energy
analyst from the utility company to inspect a sample home and calculate its
expected energy consumption., Or, the builder may provide predicted
energy use figures based on his own calculations. Inforination such as this,
like actual past energy bills for sample homes, is only-an estimate of what
your family's energy Use would be with this home model: But if it is
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-available, it is,another good guideline for comparing different homes and es-
timating future energy costs.. . 4'
Use the checklist
, In summary,..its a good idea to ask builders andsellers for energy cost es-
timates r the home models you visityor, your convenience, there are
'spaces n the checklist for you to note down the information they give you.

-

Your homebuying decision will be complex and will involve many factors
besides energy. You may not choose to buy- the home that -, is the most
energy-efficient. It is important, however, -to weigh energy in.:your decision.

The twelve energy-efficiency features we highlight here, along -with
I' cost predictions, will help you to make an intelligent decision. Other,

things being equal, you should choose the home that has the largest number.
of energy-efficiency features, along with the lowest predicted energy bill.
Here are some points that will help you:

1. if you have filled out the Energy. checklist add. up the -number of-
"yeses" yop have checked foi each home.. The tail' number Of f`yeses" is
a crude-"energy score" for the home. .

2. However, note that some of the featuies are more impOrtant than other .

The first six of the twelve features are the most important. In partictf,i,r,
feature no. 1 = "Proper levels of insulatiiin'' is essential. The Oti.
five of the first sixAtures are only slightly less imPortant. The "six
additional features" ..-nos: 7-12 - are less important. Count the first
features most heavily in your decision.

, 3. If you have energy -cost :predictions, compare thete predictions for the -
different' homes. See if the energy cost predictions. and the "Acores" of °'
energy-efficiency features 'Both show that the same- horde is most
economical. If the two methods disagree as to which home is more
economical, and, if the differences are large, find -out why. Possible

.reasons for differences inelude the following: °

One home may be large /or of a different design than another, so that its
predicted energy costs are higher even though both have imilar efficiency
features.,

One home may be of higher construction quality, or may have efficiency-
features that you did not notice in your first inspection.

The energy cost predictionsfor one home may be deceptive or calculated
in a different way than the predictions for the other home. (Refer again to
the previous page.)

You may not always pt clear answers as to why these differences exist,
but they may tip you- off about problems in a liome that you might
otherwise not have noticed.

To summarize: Take into account the "eneig,y score" (number of energy-
efficiency features) as part of your total home-buying decision. Ifyou have
energy cost predictions for the homes, tab'e these into account as well. If you
do this, you can confidently make an energy-wise hope-buying choice.
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SAMPLE FIRST HOME

.

SECOND HOME THIRD HOME

#.
1tf ., . irr,

.

model . model model model.

This scoresheet is an ofitional part. of The Energy-Wise Honiebuyei. It

is a convenient 'way to note down the energy saving features of the

homes you visit, There is space to gore up to,three different homes, and

a finished 'sample'. Simply check off the items. that the home does or

does'not have. These twelve energy-efficiency items are the same twelve

illustratetand explained on the previous pages.

. Refer to the previous page for guidelines in interpreting this infoima

Lion. Even if You decide not to use this scoresheet, the items are

things you should be familiar with; in making a wise home purchase

choice.

.

,, .

,

r.

t,

builder or dealer builder or dealer builder or dealer

.

builder or dealer

location,

* Heating System

0 gas

0 oil

Wheat pump '

0 electric baseboards

or radiant panels

0 electric furnace

Central

Air Conditioning

YES NO

0

location .

Heating System

0 gas

0 oil

0 heat pump

0 electric baseboards

or radiant panels

0 electric furnace

Central

Air Conditioning

YES NO

0 0

location. .

Heating System

0 gas

0 oil

0 heat pump

0 electric baseboards

or radiant panels

0 electric furnace

Central

Air Conditioning

YES NOS

, 0 0

location "

Heating System

0 gas

0 oil

0 heat pump

0 eiectric basebords

or radiant panels

0 electric furnace

Central

Air Conditioning

YES NO

0 0

1. Does the home have proper levels of insulation, in

I ceilings and attics? .Q

walls?

floors, crawl space or basement walls, or slab foundation perimeters?

An Essential Feature , See page fbr details.

.

, i 6.

d 0
St 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

"P
0 0

0 0

0 0

0

0'

0 0

,2. D'oes the home have: i ,,,

Caulkingand plugging of window and door, frams, , and °holes, cracks and

joints on the outside of the house? ? ,.,

Caulldng'ou the, inside, sill sealer, or a tight fit where sill. Ind foundation

meet? . ., .
'

Windows and doors weatherstripped and adjusted so that you'can't rattle

them?. See page 10 for details.
.

irt 0

V 0

V 0

. .

,

1:1 0

0 0

0 , 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
,

3, Does the home have (if needed in'yotir climate): .

Storm windows (or insulating glass)?
.,

Storm doors (or thermal doors)?

See page 11 for details.

11, 0

V4 0
.

CI 0

0 0

A 0

0 , 0

.

0 0
0 " 0

4. Does the home have gas or cil heat instead of electric resistance heat,.

if gas or oil is available ?. See page 12.

,

d 0 0 : 0 0 0 0 , 0'

5. If gas or oil heat is not available, is a heat pump recommended in.

stead of electric resistance heat in your area?

. 0 YES 0 NO , .

Does the home comply with this recommendation? See page 12, . 0 0 .0

r

0 0

,

0 0



0

J "........,

6. Does the air conditioning unit have a high Energy Efficientylatio

(EER) 7:5 or more?
"....-.

. OR -- is there no central air conditioning at all if the home is in a cooler

climate? See page 13.

'\..
--.

--..,---.

0 , 0 0 o

7. Ducts and pipes: . .

Are all ducts and heating system pipes located inside heated space?

OR is thick, well-fitted insulation (I" rigid, 2" or thicker blanket-type)

used on ducts located in unheated spaces?

AND = are heating system pipes and air conditioning refrigerant pipes in-

sulated with 1/2" to 1" dinsulation?

An important feature. See page 14.
t

0

Ci 0

-...,

0 0

0 0

.

0 0

0 0

0 0
,

;

8. Is attic insulation well installed? Check for:

Even installation no holes or gaps, except around vents and light fiktures;

no thin spots.

_ .
An attic access that is weatlierstripped and insulated.

See page 15.

ci

V 0

0 0

0 0 0 0

,
.

0 0

9. Is there a clock thermostat for central heating and air conditioning

systems?'t(Notei,not recommended for heat pumps in winter.)

OR are there individual room controls for electric resistance heat? '

See page 16 for details,

0 0 0

,

0. 0 0 0

.

10. Are windows properly oriented and shaded? That is, are there a max-

imum of windows to tne south with summer shading, and fewer win-

dows to the north, east,'and west? Is there a minimum of southfacing

windows without summer shading? See page 17 for details,.

i? 0

'

0 0

.
,

0 0 0

11. Does the home have thick, well-fitted band joist (rim joist) in.

sulation? See pap17.

,

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

. .

12, Are there outside combustion air intakes for furnaces and

fzeplaces? Seepage 18.

.,

i° 0
..

0 0 0 'o ., 0 0

Total "yeses". (items 1.12) IV
.

71
Energy bill estimates from salesperson

Here is space to record information that a salesperson may provide about

energy costs of this or a similiar home.

0 Q
,.:4 i-r

23

,

$ XX1XX $ $ $

monthly bill

_Lad

monthly bill monthly bill monthly bill

$ XXX.3 $ $ $

yearly bill

,

yearly bill

,

yearly bill yearly bill

.



Introduction
Read this section if you are planning to buy an existing or used home.
Energy costs for used homes are even more important than for new homes.
Here are three reasons why:

Most used homes cost more to heat and cool than similar new homes.

The energy costs of different used homes can vary widely as much a§
100 percent or more between homes of the same general size and type.

Some used homes can be improved by the buyer to reduce their energy
bills. It is important to know which homes can and cannot be improved:

When you look at used homes, remember that choosing the right home
could save you .hundreds of dollars each year in energy costs.

Part 2 covers the folloing important topics:

1. Past.energy bills (pages 26 to 28)
This first section shoivs you how to get past energy costinformation ier a

home. Past energy costs are the most important information you need to
make a wise homebuying decision:

2. IMproving a used home (pages 28 to 37)
Many used homes that are not very energy-efficient can be improved at a

cost that is small compared to the long-term savings that will result. This
section shows you how to inspect a home for possiblC improvements.

3. The Energy Checklist for used homes (pages 40 and 41)
The Energy Checklist allows you to record past energy bills for homes and

to note possible energy-efficiency improvements.

Note: Part 3 of The Energy-Wise Homebuyer contains information on ad-
ditional features of used homes, and on maintenance and energy-efficient
living.
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Seller's address
Very nice street
An,,,here. U.S.A.

To: Utility Company
Billing Depot:anent

Dear Utility Company: ,

Please send me a complete
listing of my past year's
energy bills, for my home.
at the above address. My°
account number is

Sc

How can you tell if a used home is' energy-efficient or not?
If all you could do was to look at the home its size, shape, windows, fur-

nace, insulation, and so forth it would be a very difficult job to accurately
estimate its energy costs. Fbrtunately, there's an .easier way --,instead of
looking at the home itself, look at the energy bills of the previous occupants
for the past year or two.

Your future energy bills in a particular home may differ from those of the
previous owner .because of different family size or living habits.
Nevertheless, past utility bills are the best, most practical way to get a han-
dle on what your energy bills would be in a home you buy. In fact, the basic
energy-wise rule for used home buying is: Don't buy a used home until you
have seen an accurate, documented record of its past energy costs.

When you' visit a -.home for the first time and, only want to look at it
quickly, it's enough to rely on the seller's word'about energy costs. But when
you get seriously interested in a particular home, it's much better to see
Written proof. Certainly, you should never make a commitment to purchase
a particular home based on the seller's word alone.

How-to get the numbers you need
_There are two main ways ,of getting accurate written information on past

energy costs.

1. The first way is'to look at copies of the energy bills for the past year. Re-
quest these from. the seller or real estate agent. Remember, it's wise to
look at allthe bills for an entire year not just for the heating season or
the air conditioning season. Otherwise, you might miss a large bill at the
beginning or end of the nason. Also, some utility companies par-

,ticularly for homes with electric heat offer a monthly payment plan
where a customer pays twelve equal payments even though most of
the energy use for' heating is in the winter. When you look at This"Infor-
mation, sit down, take your time, check its completeness, and take writ-
ten notes of either the monthly bills or the total yearly bill. The Energy
Checklist on pages 40 and 41 will- help you do this. Column C of the
Checklist is a handy place to record the documented yearly energy bills
for up to three homes.

2. Sgmetimes a homeseller ,does not have complete records of his energy
bills for a whole year. If this is the case, you can still find out the year's

.

energy bills directly, from the gas, oil, or electric company. The way to
do this is to ask the seller to write a request, letter to the utility. A utility

Sincerely. will not release this information without the written permission of the oc-
cupant. The accompanying illustration shows a sample form for the re-

[seller's signatgro) quest letter, which the seller can copy. The utility can mail the informs-
, L._°] tion to the seller, to the seller's real estate agent, or directly to you.
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Which bills to look at
Which energy bills do you need to look at -- oil, gas, electricity, or a com-

bination? It's basically. a inatter of common sense you have to know-
about every major source of heat and air conditioning. Here are two useful
guidelines:

1. Be sureyou include all major sources of heat sometimes, for example,
a large home has oil or gas heat, but it also has electric heaters as the
main heat source-in several rooms. If so, you need to look at both kinds of .

bills.

2. If a hOme has central air conditioning, along with gas or oil heat, you
need to look at the year's electric bills along with the gas or oil bills.

Points to keep in mind
There are two additional' poin's to keep in mind about these past energy

cost figures that you, are obtaining:

1: Because of steadily rising energy prices, your energy costs in any home
you move into will tend to be higher than the costs for the previous occu-
pant. To get a better picture- of what your actual energy costs will be for
the coming year, we suggest that you increase the previous year's cost
figures by 10 percent, like this:

Example

Previous occupant's yearly energy cost = $460
Add 10% 460 x .10 = 46

Your estimated cost for next year = $506

Column C of the Energy Checklist (pages 40 and 41) provides space for
you to do this. If the energy bills are two years old, increase them by 20
percent instead of by 10 percent.

2.' he past energy-use figures-for the hathe iiifor a different family with
different living liabits from your family. Your energy use could be
somewhat different from the energy use of the previous occupants. It
could be very different if an'y of the following are true:

.

a. The home was unoccupied for long periods during the year especially
in the winter.

b. The previous family was Much larger or smaller thhn yours.

c. The previous family used a thermostat setting for heating that was,
unusually high (above 74 degrees) or unusually low (below 65
degrees).

d. The previous winter or summer was unusually severe or mild.

When you compare homes, it's good to ask about and make a note of any
conditions, such as these, that would make a difference. Unfortunately,
there is no easy way to put these factors into exact dollars and cents.
However, if you are aware of these factors, you won't be misled when you
encounter an unusually high or unusually low utility bill because of them.
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6

HOME IMPROVEMENT;
CENTER

What do the numbers mean?
Your homebuying decision will be complex and will include many factors.

We hope that youwill be sure to include energy costs as one of these factors.
Bear the following points in mind when you make your decision:

1. If at all possible, don't buy a particular home until you have complete,
written documentation of its past energy costs.

2. Don't buy a particular home unless you are sure that you can afford to
pay its energy costs in additiOn to the other costs of mortgage, taxes,
insurance, and upkeep that together make up the total costs of home-
ownership. Be particularly careful if the energy costs are on the high side
or if the home seems to be in poor condition.

3. The home you select will not necessarily be the one with the lowest
energy costs, because of the many other factors you have to weigh. You
should aim at achieving the best balance of all the major factors.

4. Many older homes offer the opportunity for energy-saving improve-
ments. Even if the energy costsf the previous occupants, Seem high, You
may be able to lower 'your energy Costs by making energy- saving im-
provements at the time that you move in ThiS is the topic of the next
section of The,Energy-Wisellomebuyer.

This section of The Energy-Wise Homebuyer shows how to make.energyf
saving improvements to a home at the time you move in. Consider the
following examples:

-
It_may happen thatlyoulike- a mrticular-liom-e-,-b-tit-iffinergy bills are
very high. The energy costsTor this h6me could be quite reasonable iyou
make the proper improvements at the time of purchase. .

A home might already have low energy bills but still have room for im-
provement. With the right energy-saving improvements, such a home can
become a real bargain.

L

You might find two similar homes with comparable past energy bills
one offering many opportunities for improvement, the other having fewer
opportunities. Which is the better, more "energy-wise" 5urchase?
Provided that the past energy bills are correct the hoMe with the most
room for improvement is the better purchase, because when you make the

.improvements, its energy bill,should be lower.

It is important to know when you can and can't improve the home if
you find out that you cah't improve it after you've already Moved in, you're
stuck with higher energy bills than you were expecting.

All of the improvements recommended here involve some investment of
time or'money, but all of them have been carefully selected so that in the
long run they will save you more than they cost yOu.
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Your lender may be willing to finance major energy improvements atthe
time of mild, either as p art of the mortgage or through ,.a separate loan. If ma-
jor energy iimprovementa are needed, ask your lender about this possibility.
Remember, these improvements make the hbme a better risk for the lender
as well as a batter buylor. you. When the costs of needed energy improVe-
ments are achied to the mortgage or financed by a long-term loan# the
monthly energy savings are often actually larger than the added monthly
payments.

A Federal Income Tax Credit is now available for energy-conserving home
improvements. The credit allows you to deduct 15 percent-of your improve-
ment costs from your incom tax, up to a maximum cif $300. For full details,
including a list of the iniprovements that qualifY for the tax credit, consult
your local Internal Revenue Service Office.

The inspection procedure recommended here is optional to The Energy-
Wise Homebuyer. If yon are very short of time, it is better just to use past
energy bill information: But if you have time, it is `good to inspect the
energy-efficiency features of a home before you. purchase it. It.will further
help you to choose- the- right home, and it will often save yoti significant
amounts on your future energy bills.

This section of The Energy-Wise Homebuyer will make the inspection as
easy and accurate as possible. It will take you about a half hour to inspect
each home. You don't need to look in detail at the energy-efficiency features
in every home you visit. Instead, first narrow down your purchase decision
to the oneor two homes you are most interested in. Then, inspect just these
one or two homes.

For further help .

If you don't want to do the inspection yourself, but still accurate in-
formation about the Rnergy efficiency of the home, you can havea qualified
professional engineer or energy specialist do the inspection for you. Some
as and electric companies offer energy inspection services, either for free or

at minimum cost. If you have not actually bought the home yet, you will
probably have to get the seller to request the inspection for you. In some
cities, private energy companies will perform detailed inspections for a. fee.
Your state energy office may be'able to assist you in locating a qualified and
reputable service.

The inspection procedure
The inspection procedure is essentially very simple. The following, pages

present-specific information about the main energy-efficiency features of
the home:

repaini; caulking,
and weatherstripping

storm windows and doors

ceiling,wa11, and floor insulation

duct and pipe insulation

heating and cooling' equipment
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Each of thes\e areas of the home has a separate section explaining whit
the featutre is; where it is located, and how' to inspect it.

It will be helpful to read through these pages before visiting the home;
Look also at the Energy Checklist on pages 40 and 41. The scoresheet has
space for you to.make a systematic record of your inspections for up to three
homes. When you visit the home, take this Guide with you. Refer to these
pages as you inspect the honle,.and check the condition of each pait.

Look for these engy-saving features in each home and note the condi-
tion incomplete,

\ -tion of each feature. an item is in poor condition or is mark it
as "missing" or "below minimum" on the checklist. If you buy the home,
the checklist will be your reference guide*to items needing attention.

Repairs
Minor repairs and small changes can produce large savings. Look for

needed repairs in the areas shown in the illustrations.
If a home requires a significant number of repairs, note this on the

Checklist, column D, page 40.

Check tight fit of
window In channel

6,4tkZ2Y.,g`,:n.*"!:s

"M,S1,10AVA

6IsV1
\

16,4

r Replace cracked
and broken

window panes

Badly cracked or broken window panes. boors, windows, and storm windows that do
not close tightly.

o.

Holes in the outer walls and around the
foundation.

11"....0221.0,
1".&"=solt,

Check for air eaks
and gaps in insulation

Install
window locks

...--"(clamshell type)

Missing or poorly adjusted window locks.
Note: Window locks should be of a kind (such
as the clamshell kind) that pulls the window
together at the meeting rail rather than forces
it apart.

Fireplace dampers that are missing or will
:not close. If there is no dSmppr in an unused
firepltice, a removable plywood plug can hr
made to fit tightly in the opening from the
fireplace into the chimney.

30

\
Air leaks between' the attic and the treated
space\ for example, around' chimneys and
flues (fil4ap with non-burning Material),
and aroundwhere ducts descend to the
heated spacb. Also gaps in the insulation.
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Caulking and puttying
Caulking should be present at all cracks on the exterior of thehome, and

should be tight end in good condition. If it is loose, deteriorated, or missing,
it should be replaced. This is a good do-it-yourself job that pays for itself
quickly:. Areas to check for caulking or a tight seal are shown in the illustra-
tions. °

Corners of the house on the outside, and
around exterior chimneys.

Window and door trim on the outside of the
houie.

If significant amounts of caulking are required, note this on the
Checklist, Column D, page 40.

Places where pipes and wires enter the housg.

Weatherstripping
"Weatherstripping" consists of strips of metal, vinyl, or foam that

provide a weather-tight seal between the frame and the moving parts of
doors and windows. It is another very good way to cut energy loss. (Don't
forget to check frequently used doors and latches such as those leading to
an unheated ce'lar or attic; they also need weatherstripping.) If the
weatherstrippi4 around some or all of the doors and windows of the home
is not making a tight seal, ,note this on Column D of the Checklist, page 40.

Check for
untracked putty
around outside
ofall-window pane:11-7-

Window panes (all panes should have
untracked putty around them).

O



In many parts of the country a home she ald have storm windows, and in the
coldest parts of the country, a home should also have storm doori

To find out if a home in your area should have storm windows or storm
doors, first look at the map to see which climate one you are in. Thep look
at the recommendations in the table below for that zone. Note the stricter
recommendations for homes with electric resistance heat:

Requirements for storm windows and doors
Zone A Zone B Zone C Zone D Zone E

Storm windows recom-
mended? (or insulating
glass) no not yes Yesif
Stormdoors recom-
mended? (or thermal'
doors) no no not not

Based on May 1979 revisions to the HUD Minimum Property Standards.
ryes" in these cases if the home has electric resistance heat.
ttTriple glass recommendedlf the home has electric resistance heat.

yestt

yes

If storm windows and doors are recommended for your location, but some
or all of them are missing or in poor repair, note this in Column E of the
Checklist, page 41, .

If you do not want the expense of permanent metal-framed storm win-
dows, you can install flexible or rigid sheet plastic over your windows at a
much lower cost.

eithis5m-m windows are not necessary.*
"Insulating glass" simply means two layers of glass, separated by a small
air space, built into a single window frame.

If a thermal door. is installed, a Storm door is not needed: A "thermal
door" jocks like a regular door, but it is metal and is filled with a foam in-
sulating material. In additien, it is usually weatherstripped with a magnetic
or other good quality weatherstrip or gasket that sticks to the edges of the
door when it is closed.

'Except in Zones 6 and E, with electric resistance heat:
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Climate Zones of the U.S.
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A

Many existing-homes do not have enough insulation in their ceilings, floors,
walls and basement walls. If this id the case in an existing home that you are
purchasing, then it is well worth your while to add thelfeedeil insulation.

.'How much insulation? .

Different amounts of insulation are needed in different climates. Also,
there are different, stricter requirements for homes that are heated with
electric resistance heat instead of oil, gas or a heat pump.

The tables on the next page show how much insulation. a homen your
area should have. To determine your insulation requirements, first look at
the map above to see which climate zone you are in. Then, refer to the
column in each table for that climate zone. Circle that column in each of the
two tables so that you an refer back to the tables easily.

The tables give two :R-values for each tlpe of insulation: "minimum" and
"recommended." The meaning of these numbers is as follows.

If the work would be done by a contractor, and if the home has more than
the "ininiinum". level of insulation, then it is probably not worthWhile to
add more insulation.

If a home has less than,the "minimum" level of insulation, then more in-
sulation should be added. But when you add the insulation, add it all the
way up to the "Recommended" level (not just to the "minimum").

.With do-it-yourself _work,.it is worthwhile to install the., "recommended"
level of insulation regardless of how much insulation is already there.
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c.

Insulation requirements
ry,

'Table 1. For oil heat, gas heat, or heat pump -

Climate Zime (see map on previous page)
A

Ceilings m dmum !* R-3
recommended R-19

Frame minimum** none
walls. recommended, none fill cavity, fill cavity'
Walls of minitnum" rime t none .- none none none
heated base- recom- none R-3 R-11 R-11none
ments and mended
crawl spaces

B C D E
R=at:
R -19.

R-6;
R-19

R-9
. R:30

R-9.
R-38

none none none none

Floors minimum" ' none none R-6 fts R-6
over unheated recom- none none R-11 R-11 R-19
spaces mended

(p

-

(Table 2. For electric resistance heat*
Climate Zone (see map on pcguious page)

A B C
Ceilings minimum** _R-6;

recommended R-19
Frame minimum , none
walls _recommended none fill cavity .. fill cavity ,

Walls of minimum** none. none none none - none
heated base- recom- none none )4-6 R-11 ' R-11
ments and mended ' ,
crawl spaces .

R-6;
R-22

R-9
R-30

R-9
R-30

R-11 -
R-38

.e.

none none R -3tt R-b,tt

Floors minimum** none R-6 R-6 R -6 o R-6
over,unheated , recom- none R-11 R-19 R-19 R-19 '
spaces mended.

.* "Recommended" levels are based on the May 1979 revisions to the HUD Minimum Property
'iStalards. The "minimum" levels in the tables are approximate.

**See previous tee for explanation.
1R-9 if the home fins central air conditioning.

Checking thickness of attic insulation.

A

Cellingboard ,

Vapor barrier

insulation
Joists

6%;;

Attic insulation.

ttSee text on page 35.

Note: The numbers in the tables such as R-6, R-V, R-30, etc., refer to the
"R-values" of insulation. The "R-value" measures the effectiveness of a
layer of insulation: the higher the R-value, the better the insulation. Ex-
isting insulation may be assumed to have an R-value &approximately 3.0
per inch. Thus, three inches of existing insulation has an R-value of approx-
imately 9.

- Ceilings
If you find some or all of the ceiling insulation to, be below the :Minimum

given in the table, note that it is "below minimum" on Column F of the
Checklist, page 41.

Note: Ai attics should have adequate ventilation, both to remove' moisture
that. nicht otherwise condense in the insulation, and for cooling in the sum-

When'you inspect attic insulation, also check for ventilation. For more
on attic ventilation, see Part 9; page



Frame *ails
Insulation can often be added\to Vie cavities of existing frame walls

through small holes drilled from the jutside. But the house must meet two
conditions for this to be possible:

.
1. There should be no existing insulation at all inside the wall. New insula-

tion can only be Added to empty wall cavities. If an inch or two of ex-
isting insulation is already there, it will interfere with the process Or
adding new insulation, and will ,,,duce the savings achieved by theCnew.
insulation. The exception is that ureaformaldehyde foam can sometimes
be installed in a. minimally insulated wall.cavity. This is cost-effective
for electrically heated homes in Zones D and E, if the existing insulation
is not more than an inch thick. Consult a local installer.

2. The outside of the walls should be wood clapboards, %wad or asphalt
shingles; or vinyl or metal siding.These can be removed tcexpose the in-
ner sheathing, and then replaced without harming the appearance of the
honie. While it' may be potsible in some cases to reinsulate walls with
other types of outer surfaces (brick, stone, stucco, or asbestos shingles),
it is gene-rally too expensive to be worth the cost.

Many homes in the north without wall insulation meet these favorable/
preconditiohs. If so, adding wall insulation will reduce heating and cool-
ing costs. If the seller or real estate agent cannot tell you whether 'the
home already has wall insulation, the following test will sometimes show
that insulation is present:

Take the cover off a light switch or receptacle on an outside wall. (Turn
off the power first, cd the central electrical box.). Shine a flashlight into
the space between the switchbox and the wall material and see if there is
any insulation. Note, however, that in some homes with existing wall in-
sulation, the insulation is not installed immediately adjacent to the
switches. ,

If you have further questions about insating the walls of a home, ask a
local insulation contractor for advice. If the home's frame walls are not in-
sulated, and if the tables on page 34.indicate that they should be, note this
in Column G of the Checklist, page 41.

Walls of heated bak,ements and crawl spaces
It is usually.more cost - effective to insulate the walls of aeated basement

or enclosed crawl space, rather than the floor above it. If either the floor
thave an enclosed crawl space, or the basement or crawl space walls fail to
meet the minimum requirements shown in the tables (page 34), note this in
Column H of the Checklist, page 41.

Floors over unheated spaces
"Unheated spaces" include garages, porches, and open crawl spaces that.'

do not have air outlets or radiators specally intended to heat them. If ad
unheated space below the floor of a heated space cannot be sea'- d off frohi
the cold outdoor air and insulated, then the floor should be insulated ac-
cording to the recommendations shown in the tables (page 34). Note tilat.
thisi recommendation also include: that portion of floors of overhanging
(cantilevered) stories that are exposed to the outside air. If floor insulation
is needed, note this in the Checklist, Column H.
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'Rembve siding strip, ,
drill holbaln sheathing:
between each stud, i`

1111 stud space .

,,4(: with Insulation

Reinsulating a wall.

Basement wall insulation.

Crawl space insulation.



Taped joint

Sheet
metal duct

Heating pipe with
- Insulation

Properly insulated duct and pipe

THIS FURNACE HAS

BEEN TESTED FOR

EFFICIENCY

Furnace'efficiency tag.

Hot water heating 'pipes, steam pipes, and warn air ducts should be in-
inflated wherever they run through an unheated part of the home, regardless
of, the climate zone. Pipes carrying inr conditioning refrigerant should also
be insulated. Pipes should have at least 1/2 inch of insulation; air ducts
should have at least .1 inch of insulation. In colder climates (Zones D and
E), double these amounts should be used. If any heating or air conditioning
pipes or ducts outside the heated space have no insulation, note this on the
Checklist, Column I.

To be effective, duct and pipe insulation should be in good condition,
without holes or gaps. Any damage should be repaired when you move into
the home. Also, ducts and duct insulation should be tightly taped to seal
against air leaks. Check that the connections of ducts to the furnace are
tight. Ducts and pipes used for air conditioning should have vapor barriers
on the outside of the insulation.

It is not necessary to insulate pipes for domestic hot 'water (tap. water)
since these are not used a large percentage of the time.

If there are pipes or ducts outside the heated space that have no insula-
tion, or if there are poorly sealed, leaky ducts, note this in the Column I of
the Checklist, page 41.

.1If-
The condition and efficiency of heating and cooling equipment is important
to a home's overall energy effiCiency.

Oil and gas furnaces
It is desirable to check the condition and efficiency of a gas or oil furnace

if a home has one. Unfortunately, there is no easy way for you to judge the
condition of a furnace just by looking at it. Therefore,1 is a good idea to
have a qualified techniciah from the local oil or gas company inspect the
furnace. This is particularly true or oil furnaces that are more than about
eight years old. It is less true for gas furnaces, since they have fewer parts
needing maintenance or adjustment.

Often, even older oil and gas furnaces can heat a home efficiently if they
are in good repair. Don't' replace an old furnace unless there is a definite
problem that cannot be repaired, or unless it is substantially "oversized".
(An "oversized" furnace is one with excessive heating capacity. For a full
discussion of furnace sizing, ree page 46.)

If you have the furnace inspected, have the technician test its efficiency.
An oil-fired unit's efficiency as measured by stack gas analysis should be
between 70 and 80 percent. Gas units should be between 75 and 85 percent
efficient. If the furnace measures significantly lower than these guidelines

i.e., below 65 percent efficiency you should consider repairing, modify-
, ing, or replacing it.

You may find a tag stating the results of a past efficiency test attached to
Jhelum ace. Check it to see if the efficiency is in the proper range (70-80 per-, cent for oil, 75-85 percent for gas). Also check the date: for the test to be
useful it should not be more than two years old for an oil furnace, or three
years old for a gas furnace. If a recent test shows that the unit was perform-
ing efficiently, then you can assume it is-in good condition.
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6

Importax t note: After you nv.,ve in, and particularly if you make energy-
saving improvements to the home,you should check at the first opportunity
to see that the furnace is propirly sized for your heating needs. See page 46.

There is space for you to note the condition and efficiency of the furnace
on the Checklist, Column J.

.

Thermostats
A clock thermostat automatically reduces the house temperature during

sleeping hours or during hours when the hose is unoccupied. A clock ther-
mostat replacing the regular thermostat is a wise investment for most
&rapes living in homes with central heating systems. Although you ,could
achieve the'same energy savings by remembering always to turn back the
thermostat at appropriate times, most people prefer the convenience and
reliability of an automatic clock thermostat. Different models allow either
one or two different setbacks each day. If you leave your home unoccupied
during the day, consider the dual-setback kind. Special models are
available for use with central air conditioning.

If the home is heated by individual electric resistance ',alters in each
room, then individual thermostats in each room for earn treater are more
energy efficient than a clock thermostat. Individual thermostats let you
turn back the heat in a rooM w enever it is not in use. .

Note that clock thermos for winter temperature setbacks are not
recommended for use with heat pumps.
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When you have filled out the Checklist (pages 4041) you will have a quick
summary of the condition of each home you have inspected. There are two
ways to put this information to use:

1. Before making a purchase decision to help you decide which home is
you; "best buy" for energy efficiency.

2. After your purchase decision to help you make energy-efficiency im-
provements needed for the home.

If yo \I have inspected two or more homes before you finally purchase a
home, you may have found that the homes differ quite a bit in their past
energy costs or in the opportunities they offer for improvements. Here are
some points to help you evaluate these fedora: -

a. If you are choosing between two homes that are both relatively high in
cost to heat and cool - according to documented past energy bill infor-.
mation then the one with the most features needing improvements is
the one, that offers the greasiest potential savings: that is, if both homes
start off costing about the same to heat ,.r 3 cool, the one to which the

P greatest number of energy-saving improvements are made will have the
greatest' savings and will end up with the lowest energy bills.

b. If you are"chcosing between two homes that are both relatively low in
cost to heat and cool, then ti-e one with the most features needing im-
proveraent could become even lower in energy costs if the improvements
are made.

c. But if you are buying a home 'with many possible improvements, and
plan to lower its energy bills by making those improvements, ihilke sure
that you have accurate and documented past energy bill information for
the home. Make sure that the past energy,bills are not deceptively low.
They might be if the home was unoccupied for long periods or if the ther-
mostat was set very low in the winter.

d. To check the accuracy and reliability of past e ergy bill information, ex-
amine the list of possible energy-saving impr vements which can be
made in a home. If two homes have similar ene bills,, but one needs
many more improvements than the other, find but why. Perhaps the
past energy -bills for the home needing linprovemehts are misleading, or
perhaps the home that seems to need fewer improviments actually has
hidden flaws. For example, there might be a major air \leak that you did
not notice, or a furnace that is operating inefficiently. Large discrepan-
cies should be looked into: Either you should inspect the home more
carefully yourself, or you should call in a qualified professional engineer
or energy speciali.,:.

With these points in mind ycu can make the purchase choice that will
end up saving you the most on &mho costs.
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After you move in
If you purchase a home needing energy-saving improvements, the infor-

mation from your inspection of the home will helwyou make the improve-
ments by reminding you of what you have done and what still needs to be
done.

Before: you actually make any energy improvements to the home, you
may want estimates of their costs arid probable savings. In The Bank . . .

Qr Up The Chimney? is a 72-page'guide prepared by the Department of
Housing and Urban Development precisely for that purpose. In The
Bank . . . Or Up The Chimney? also provides detailed, illustrated instruc-
tions for doing the work, and it has advice on choosing the right contractor
for we you want done for you.5 Similar publications are available in

o stores.

For ordering information, see page 58.
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Recomm,ended Section (A-C)
The "recommended" section Columns, A, B, and C of the scoresheet
provides the bask information you need to assess the energy efficiency of a
used home. Obtain and note down the actual documented information for
the two or three homes that you are most seriously interested in. Refer to
pages 2,-28 regarding past energy bills.

A
Address of home

Name of development (if applicable)

No. Street

City

Realtor or Seller

Name of development (if applicable)

No. Street

0
C.) City

qZ
LL

Ri!.-1-.1.or or Seller

Name of development (if applicable)

No. Street

City

Realtor or Seller

B
Heating and

cooling systems-

Heating
Gas
Oil

Heat Pump
Electric Baseboards
or Radiant Panels
Electric Furnace

Central
air conditioning
Yes

No

Heating
Gas
.Oil

Heat Pump
Electric Baseboards
or Radiant Panels
Electric Furnace

Central
lir conditioning
Yes .
No

Heating
Gas
Oil

Heat Pump
Electric Baseboards
or Radiant Panels
Electric Furnace

Central
air conditioning
Yea

0 No

C
Past energy bills

use "Per Year" figures 4

(see text for explanatiOn)

Estimated.
Total

Estimated
Total

L$

Estimated
Total

Actual and
Documented

$

1$ 1

s.

1$ 1

Gas

Oil

Electricity

Total

Add 10% or 20%
(see page 27)

Adjusted Total

Actual and
Documented

$

Gas

Oil

Electricity

Total

Add 10% or 20%
(see pagz 27)

Adjusted Total

Actual and
Documented

I$ I Gas

Oil

Electricity

Total

Add 10% or 20%
(see nage 27)

Adjusted Total

D
Repairs

Caulking
Weatherstripping

Carpentry/Repairs
OK

Required -

Caulking
OK

Required

Weatherstripping
OK

Required

Carpentry/Repairs
OK

Required

Caulking
01

Required

Weatherstripping
OK

Required

Carpentry/Repairs
OK
Required

Caulking
OK

O. Required

Weatherstripping
OK

Required
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Optional Section (D-J) s
s',),,3.i14A,Vil, sS:Qt

The "optional" section of the scoresheet (Columns D-J) will help you to determine the
energy-efficiency features of a used home. With this information you co,n make impor-
tant improvements on many existing homes that will substantially loweryour energy
costs and your total housing costs. We suggest you fill out these columns for the one or
two homes you are most seriously interested in buying. Refer to the previous pages to
fill out columns D through J.

E
Storm windows

and doors

F
Ceiling or attic

insulation

Storm Windows
OK

Missing but
required

Storm doors or
Thermal doors
OK .

Missing but
required

Storm Windows
OK

Missing but
required

Storrs doors or
Thema: doors
OK

Missing but
required

12i2=Arw,

required

)K

Missing but
required

OK

0 Missing but

'thermal doors
storm doors or

Storm Windows
10

R-

at or above
minimum accept-
able level
(see table, page 34)

below minimum,
upgrade to

R-

(from table, page 34)

R-

at or above
minimum accept-
able level
(see table, page 34)
below minimum,
upgrade to

R-

(from table, page 34)

R-

G
Frame wall
insulation

H
Crawl space,.

basement wall,
floor insulation

I
Ducts OA heating
pipes in unheated

spaces
,71

Frame Walls

Type of outside
wall surface:

at or above
minimum accept-
able level

(see table, page 34)

below minimum,
upgrade to

R-
I I

( from table, page 34)

No existing
insulation but
cannot open walls

Frame Walls
Type of outside
wall surface:

at or above
minimum accept-
able level

(see table, page 34)

below minimum,
upgrade to

R-

(from table, page 34)
No existing
insulation but
cannot open walls

at or above
minimum accept-
able level
(see-table, page 34)
below minimum,
tgrade to

(from table,. page 34) .

Frame Walls
Type of outside
wall surface:

at or above
minimum accept-
able level

(see table, page 34)
below minimum,
upgrade to

R-

(from table, page 34)
No existing
insulation but
cannot open walls

Floors over
unheated spaces "

at or above
minimum

(see table, page 34)
Obelow minimum
(from table, page 34)

Heated basement or
crawlspace walls

Already insulated
Insulation
needed: upgrade

to R-

(from table, page 34)

Floors over
unheated spaces

at or above
minimum

(see table, page 34)

Obelow minimum
(from table, page 34)

Heated basement or
crawlspace walls

Already insulated
Insulation
needed: upgrade

to R-I 1

(from table, page 34)

, )

Ducts
Already
insulated
Not insulated;
Upgrade to R-8
(more in coldest
climates).
Taping and sealing
required.

Heating pipes
Already
insulated
Not insulated;.
upgrade to R-4

..0--XM%.

Ducts
Already
insulated
Not insulated;
Upgrade to R-8
(more in coldest
climates).
Taping and sealing
required.

Heating pipes
Already
insulated
Not insulated;
upgrade to R-4

Floors over
unheated spaces

at or above
minimum

(see table, page 34)
Obelow minimum
(from table, page 34)

Heated basement or
crawlspace walls

Already insulated
Insulation
needed: upgrade

to R-

(from table, page 34)

Ducts
Already
insulated
Not insulated;
Upgrade to R-8
(more in coldest
climates).

Taping and sealing
required.

Heating pipes
Already
insulated
Not insulated;
upgrade to R-4

J
Oil or gas,
furnace

Oil or gas
In good repair.
Repairs required.
Replacement
required.
Might be
substantially
oversized
(see page 36)

Oil or gas
In good repair,
Repairs required.
Replacement
required.
Might be
substantially
oversized
(see page 36)

7s1ss' s

Oil or gas
In good repair.

Repairs required.-
Replacement
required.
Might by
substantially
oversized
(see page 36)
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This part of The Energy-Wise' Homebuyer provides additional information
about energy efficiency and the home. It is intended fp; buyers of both new

- -..and used homes. There are six sections:

After you move in: energy.conscious living (page 43;.

Energy-saving maintenance (page 45).

More low-cost energy-savers (page 46).
Low- to moderate-cost features to look for when you buy a home, or add to a
home after you buy it.

Some bigger energy-savers (page 49).
Higher-cost (but higher-saving) features to look for in a home, or add to it.

Other things to look for when you buy a home (page 52).
Important design features to look for when you buy a home.

A detailed reference listof home energy-efficiency features
(pages 54-55). This list summarizes all the items discussed in the Guide, _

and indicates in which climate zones they are applicable.

......-.-...

Low energy bills come not only from the. efficiency of your home, but elso li c"'. iii
from energy-conscious living habits. .

n, 110Energy-conscious living is easy and it usually costs yOu nothing. But it . .... .....-.:;. ...._

can reduce your energy bills substantially.
Here are six important iipsfor 'energy-conscious living. The most imPor- ::-::1-.::-.:.

tent items are listed first .'.

1. Turn back the thermostat ...;-::: .....'. --:::..*:::::.
'....''' :*. :.. :::..:::.::

O.'
...:.......-

Turn your hepting thermostat down in winter and your cooling ther-
mostat up in summer as much as is comfortable. Significant savings can be
realized by juit a few degrees difference.

IA no-cost item
O A low-cost item

ff/An easy-to-do item

ElfIMPORTANT Large savings.in relation to cost or effort
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Closing drapes at night.

Fireplace dampers that are missing or will
,not close. If there is no damper in an unused
fireplace, a removable plywood plug can be
made to fit tightly in the opening from the
Areplace into the chimney.

-Turning back the water heater.

2. Close off unused r0oms
Don't hea t or cool unused rooms. Shut off radiators or vents and close

the doors to rooms that are not being used.

IAA no-cost item

A low-cost item

dAn easy-to-do item
Of IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

*Modifications may be required if the home has a hot water or steam heating system. A
heating system speciCst can suggest cost-effective modifications.

3. Use drapes and blinds
Close drapes and blinds at night in winter. Open them in the daytime

where they will allow direct sunlight to enter.
In the summer, close drapes and blinds of windows exposed to direct

sunlight.

PIA no-cost item
O A low-cost item

An easy-to-do item
IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

4. Close fireplace dampers
Close the fireplace damper when the fireplace is not in use. If there is

no damper, -a plug can be made to fit inside the entry to the chimney. See
the illustration.

sf A no-coie item

O A low-cost item

41r An easy-to-dci item

sf IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to, cost or effort

5. Turn down the water heater.
Set the water heater thermostat to the minimum possible temperature

(usually about 120 degrees F).

A no-cost item

0 A low-cost item
sf An easy-to-do item
sf IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

O. Use your vestibule
If you have a door with a vestibule, use this entrance in cold and hot

weather rather than doors opening direc'fly into living areas.

rif A no-cost item
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O A low-cost item

tif An easy-to-do item
d IMPORTANT -- Large savings in i.jelation to cost or effort
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For maximum enemy efficiency. keep the energy-related parts of your home
in top condition. Here is a checklist of six important maintenance items.
Manyvf them are things you can take care of yourself, at very low cost. The
more important items are listed first.

1. The yearly inspection
Inspect your home at the start of each heating season. Repair or

replace broken or missing caulking and weatherstripping around doors, win-
dows, storm windows, and foundation walls. Replace, broken or badly.

cracked window panes including storm window glass. These measures
will greatly reduce energy loss due to infiltration of cold air.

O A no -coat item

IS1 A low-cost item

O An easy-to-do item

CI IMPORTANT .Largesivings in relation to cost or effort

2. Servicing the heating and cooling system.
Keep your heating system in top operating'condition. Oil furnaces and

central air conditioning systems should be serviced every year and gas fur--
naces every two years. A qualified specialist should be called for this
service.

%) A-no-cost item

111A lacy-cost, item %%EATER

salitE
0 An easy-to-do item

CORR
Id IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

3. Changing air filters
Changing the air filters in a forced air heating system is something you

can easilx learn to do yduiself. Change them 'ortlean them by vacuuming,as
often as required to keep themclean and free of obstruction at least twice
a year, or, if you have central air conditioning, four times year. In dusty
climates they may need'changing even more often than- this,

O A no -cost item

low-cost keit'
af An easy-to-do item

III IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

4. Exhaust fan dampers
Exhaust fan dampers should be regiilarly inspected to make sure they.

are opening and closing smoothly, and that they shut tightly when the fan is
not running. Check roof-mounted dampers in particular, since these tend.to

become clogged with leaves.

A no-cost item

Yeirly repairs.

0 A low-cost item

igr An easy -to-do item

FIIMPORTANT Large savings In relation to.cost or effort
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Draining sediment from the water heater.

ti

5. The water heater
Drain a bucket of water from the Water heater tank every three

months to remove collected sediment. Sediment -causes the heater to
operate inefficiently, and waste energy. There is a valve at the bottom of the
heater for doing this.

ef A no-cost item

A low-cost item

An easy-to-do item

IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

6.. The outdoor air conditioning unit
Keep the outdoor unit of your air conditioner or heat pump clean and

free of obstructions. This includes trimming back bushes, flowers and
weeds from around the unit.

A no-cost item

A low-cost item

dAn easy-to-do item
IMPORTANT Large savings in relation to cost or effort

Here are eight energy-saving features of loW to moderate cost that were not
discussed in detail in the previous sections of this Guide. These features are
things to look for when you buy a home and things iou can add to a home
after you buy it. They are all cost-effeCtive when installed and used
properly. The most important and cost-effective items are listed first.

4. Oil furnace capacity adjustment
\Be sure that the, heating capacity of your oil furnace is properly
matched to the ,size.of your heating needs.- Many units are "oversized,"
meaning that they burn fuel too fast, so that they switch on for only brief
periods in all but the coldest weather. Such units are inefficient.

The Capacity or' "size" of an oil furnace can usually be, reduced up to 20
percent by changing the burner nozzle. You can check your furnace for
proper size\ on any very cold winter night. On a very cold winter night the
furnace should run most of the time at least 40 minutes out of every hour.
If it runs less than this, its capacity should be reduced. Your oil company
can change the nozzle. .

It is particuiarly important to Meek or recheck furnace, capacity
whenever you .haue\carried out a major energy conservation improvement,
such as insulating the ceiling or walls, or adding storm windows. These
changes will tend to\make the heating system oversized, which, unless
corrected, will reduce the savings you achieve fronkthe improvements.
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If the ` "size" of the Unit moot be sufficiently reduced by this simple
modification -- or if You have a severely over-sized gas unit, it may be cost
effective to replace it. See page 50.

O Something to look for in a new home

O Something to look for in a used home
le Something you can do after purchase

0 Low in cost 'to install
of IMPORTANT -,- Highly cost-effective

2. Hot water savers
1

Water-saving devices, such as "low-flow" showerheads and sink
aerators, can reduce your hot water use significantly. In particular, a water-
saving showerhead can greatly reduce your hot water use while still
providing a Satisfying shower. An efficient showerhead can pay for itself in a
matter of weeks.

gt Something to look for in a new home

O 'Something to look for in a used home

el Something you can install after' purchase

fit Low in cost to install
IMPORTANT- Highly cost-effective

3. Blinds and drapes
Blinds and drapes can be important energy-savers. In the winter, they

can be closed at night to greatly reduce heat loss through windows. In the
summer. they can be closed in the daytime particularly when the window
is ;;;,17.',':c..)ct sunlight to reduce the load on the air conditioner,

Some i;i4t1,7,-,ul blinds and drapes are more energy-efficient than others.
Look for blinds that have a tight seal around all edges and blinds and
drapes that are made of insulating materials.

0 Something to look for in a new home
0 Something to look for in a used home

lif Something you can install after purchase

Ilif Low in cost to_install--

s IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

4. Whole-house fans
Whole-house fans that exhaust air from the house (usually out through

the attic) are recommended. These fans diffei from power attic ventilators
(see no.5 below) in that they exhaust air from the house, not froin the attic..
At many times of thelyear they allow you to be comfortable in yonr,home
without using air conditioning.

Important: Seal and insulate the fan opening each winter.

if Something to look for in a new home

of Something to-look for in a used home

11 Something you can install after purchase

Cl Low in Cost tr;

51 IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

Oil furnace capacity adjustment.

Flow restrictor

Water-saving shoVoirhead.

insulating
blind

An energy-saving blin

Whole-house fan.
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5. Attic ventilation
`Attic ventilation removes moisture from the attic and' cools it in the

summer. All homes should have some niethod of attic ventilation. If a home
in a-cooler climate already has some ventilation, you can assume that it is
adequate if there, are no signs of moisture condensation intithe insulation. If .

,there is no ventilation, you should providetii.
A good rule e thumb for the minimum ir,:atilatrair requirement is that

the ventilator area' should be 1/150th of the door area pf-theattic. 'Finis, a
1500 square-fix,tattic should have 10 square f4et of clear,, 'unobstructed van-
tilation area. If attic insulation with ayapor barrier facing the interior of the
house is installed, then this ventilation area caribe reduced by hilt'. Roofs
covered with slate or wood shakes, without solid dheathing, do not need
Special ventilators.:

Attic ventilation works `best if two or more vents are used, to pelmit cir-
culation of air. If possible, there should be a combinatioh of high and low

- vents 7-- guchas cave or soffit yents attire bottom of the roofline, and gr;ble
or ridge vents in the uPper',Oart of the roof.

Ventilation in warm climates is not a substitute fOr adequate amounts of
ceiling insulation insulation with an R-value of 19 or more shOuld be
provided if the holne is air conditioned. (See the tables on pages fi or 34.)

Power ventilators that exhiust air from the attic are not recommended.
Recent studies have shown that even in the warmest climates the energy
savings from having a cooler attic oftbn do, not cover the added electricity
cost of operating the fan. /

A
Sr

Something to lool for in a new hOme

ST Something to look for in a used home

Something you can install after purchase
0 Low-in cost to install
0 IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

Attic vents.

I

Fan exhausts wirm,
moist air to the outside

Exhaust fan.

ey

6. Exhaust fan's .. A.
. Exhaust fans are very desirable in air conditioned hour in the kitchen,
bathrooms, rInd laundry room. They should be .used ih the fummer
whenever moisture is being produced by cooking, showerkor laundry. In or-
der to effectively cool ,a .home, an' air -conditioner must remove moisture
from the air. Excessive moisture in the home increases the amountof work
the air .conditioner has to do : increases the cost of running it. Some
new. homes are built so, tightly t at moisture must be exhausted in both
winter and surnmer to preyerit moisture build-up and condensation
problems indoors. .

. ) .
Exhaust fans should have dampers that automatically shut tightly when

the fan is not running. The,damper 'should be inspected periodically to
make sure that it is working properly. This is particularly important' for
roof-mounted dampers, 'which tend to become clogged with leaves.

Clothes dryers should alWaye be directly vented to the outdoors.

'Something to look for in a new home
.,

81(Something to look for in a used hoMe
8, SoMething you can install after purchase

.? 0 Low in cost to install ..
'. 0 IMPORTANT --- Highly, cost-effective

i
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7. Hot water tank insulating jacket.
eA consisting of one or two inches of insulation can be installed on)'racket

,

an older water heater, and will significantly' reduce its heat loss. Insulation_
kits sold in some hardware stores make this an easy do -ft- yourself project.
This measure is recommended in the following cases:

In colder climates D, and E on the\map on page 9 or 33) when
the water heater is outsidi the heated portion of the home.
In warmer climates (Zones A and B) when the 'home is air conditioned
and the water heater is insidi the air conditioned portion of the home.

Note: Do not insulate the top or bottom of gas-burning models.
.tr0 Something to look for in a new home \

sitc Something to look for in a tised home

1/ Something you can install after pUrchase

Low in cost to install

0 IMPORTANT Highly cost-effectiVe.

8. Fluorescent lights
Fluorescent lights should be installed instead of incandescent (light

bulb) light% wherever practical -- .for example, in the kitchen, bathrooms,
laundry, and work spaces. They use about a fourth of the power used by or-
dinary incandescent lights.

et Something to look for in a new home

Soinething to lo6k for.in a used home

Somethiniyot can install after purchase
Low in cost to install

O IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

0 0,

water, heater s

Insulating jacket

Hot water tank insulating jacket,

These six energy-Saving measures cost more than the previous eight, but'
they 'also save more 'than ihe items. desdribed above. Seek expert advice
before investing in one of thesa features if/Srou feel at all uncertain about it.
The siii, measures are listed in appychrimate order of importance and
piOb-able/cost-effectiveness, with the ost,important firstthe

Protection from the wind ,.. ,9

Protection from the wind carybe provided by trees, bushes, and hedges.
Dense shrubbery around a homet,caNcut heating costs by, over 20 percent.
Evergreens make the best windbreaks. They should be placed in' the direc-.
tion of the PreVailing winter wind (most often from. the north, northeast, or
notthwest). Garages and similar structures are also best plated to the north.

O Something to look for in a new home

tiE Something alOok for in ttused home

Something you can installafter purchase

_ 0 Low in cost to install
O IMPORTANT7 Highly cost-effective

I
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Solar collectors Hotwater return
on roof to W ter heater

l;old water
Water POPe

- to be heated-
Hot

water
Water heater with pipe
heat exchanger and
auxiliary heating
equipment

Circulation pump

Solar hot water heating system.

2. Replacement of heating and cooling equipment
An oil or gas furnace that is subs antially oversized or that is unable to

achieve an efficiency of about 65 pe cent in continuous, operation should
probably be replaced. -

. .

The capacity, or "size", of an oil fu ace can be reduced up 6) 20 percent
by installing a smaller burner nozzle. arger reductions, or any reductions
in gas furnace capacity, generally involve purchasing a new vnit. Furnace
sizing, and a simple test for determining whether a furnace is properly
sized, are described on page 46. Remember, when you upgrade in older
home to substantially reduce its heating requirements, you are likely-to
make the furhace oversized in relation to the new, smaller heating:load.
This reduces the savings you are getting from other energy-saving improve-
ments, and may make replacement of the furnace a worthwhile investment.

Furnace efficiency can be checked by 'a qualified oil or gas conipany ser-
viceman. A modern unit when properly adjusted can achieve a 75 to 80 per-
cent steady-state efficiency; 65 percent efficiency or lowe. is too low., and
you should consider replacing the unit.

For older oil furnaces, as an alternative to replacing. the whole unit, a
qualified technician can install a flame retention burner in the existing
unit. This will reduce heating bills by about 10 percent.

If your home has central air conditioning and is located in a warm
climate (Zones A and .B in the map on page 9 or 33), you shOuld'consider
rephicing the air conditioning unit if you undertake other major energy-
efficiency improvements. After the improvements, the unit will be over-
sized, and also, if it is more than a 'few years old, its EER (energy-efficiency
ratio) is probably much lower than the EER's' available today. If you do
replace the unit, be sure to get a model with a high EER. (that is, 8.0 or
greater).

In making decisions about whether to replace a furnace or an air con-
ditioner, seek the advice of qualified servicemen and dealers in your, area.

One further note: Devices are available that reduce flue gas heat losses
when the furnace is not operating; recover heat f rbm stack gas before it en-
ters the chimney; and lower boiler water temperatures when the outside
temperature is mild. Your oil or gas company can help you determine
whether these energy efficiency devicescan be used in your heating system,
as well as the expected fuel savings. ,

. ,
Something to look for in a new home

/
i0 Something to look for in a used home

l
`

Something you cannztall after purchase
Low in cost tc install

5:IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

*In"some casesconsult your oil or gas company.

3. Solar water heating
Solar energy systems to heat domestic hot water will reduce water

heating costs. Some are con.i.-lete systems, while others are added To ex-
isting water heaters. Their cost-effectiveness varies according to your
geographic location and the amount of sunlight available there, and ac-
cording to energy prices in your area. Obtain and evaluate as much' infor-
mation as you can about the performance of a solar water heating system
before purchasing it, or before giving great weight to this feature in a home
you are Considering. S.ee page 58 for where to call-for general informyr{
and information on federal tax credit eligibility:



The National Solar Heating and Cooling Information Center has a toll-
free hotline to answer questions about solar water heating andapplicable
tax information. The number is 800/523-2929.

Something to look for in a new home

Something to look for in a used home

ft Something you can install after purchase
Low in cost to install

IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

4. Energy-efficient appliances
Energy-efficient appliances. for kitchen and laundry can save you

money. Check to see if the refrigerator, washer, dryer, and water heater are
labeled or sold as "energy-efficient." The savings from these particular
energy-efficient appliances justifies their slightly higher cost.

RC Something to look for in a new hoMe

Something to look for in a used home

lig Something you can install after pUrchase

Low in cost to install
.0 IMPORTANT .Highly cost-effective

5. Vestibules
A--vestibule, breeieway, or other "air-lock" type entry between the

outdoors. -and the living area will reduce air infiltration and reduce air
changes when you leave and enter your home. Be pure to enter ane leave
your home through this entryway during peak beating and cooling months.

2
S Something to look for in a new hoone

Something to.look for in a used home

&1! Something you cilinstall after purchase
O Low in cost to iusi tall

IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

6. Fireplaces and wood stoves
Fireplaces anctivood stoves Used in conjunction with standard heating

systems can sometimes offer signifiOant energy savings (if firewood can be
obtained inexpensively), but only if the unit is of closed combustion design
with an outside combustion air int9ke. "Closed combustion design" means
that the wood is burned in an enlosed space that is not directly exposed to
the room. In the case of a fireplace, this means that it will have a closed
glass front along with an outsidecOmbustiOn air intake. An "outside' com-
busIion 'air intake" allows the fir pilace or/stove to draw cold air from out-
doors instead of air..from 'indoors that ha, already been heated. Ordinary
stoves and fireplaces are inefficient because they draw large amounts of
heated indoor air up the chimney. ./

Something to look fthe ino new home

Something to look for in e used

tD Something you can installafter purchase
Low in cost to install
IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective
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Winter

N

E

Summer
0\

Ideal orientation and shading.

DeCiduous tree: summer:

Deciduous tree: winter.

The items covered here have to do with the shape, orientation, and place-
ment of the home. They are not things that you can easily change about a
home after you buy it. Since you can't do much about them later on, it is a
good idea to pay attention to them now, before you settle on a particular
home.

The cost-effectiveness of these items is had to evaluate, and can vary
from very high-to relatively low.

1. Shading and orientation"
Control of the sun will significantly increase the energy-efficiency of a

home. The most important features are the direction in which windows
face, and proper shading of those windows. Look for a home

1.:.that has as much of its window area as possible on the south side, and the
minimum window area required for light and ventilation on the north,
east, and west sides, and

2. that has summer shading for the south-facing windows consisting of
deciduous trees, properly designed overhangs, or movable awnings or
shutters to block the summer sun.

Note that south-facing glass without summer shading is not desirable. A
homebuilt without regard to the direction its windows face should have the
minimum glass area necessary for light and ventilation.

The possible shading methods are as follows:

Roof overhangs' are effective shading devices. They must be of the correct
depthin order to be effective. The accompanying table shows, for selected
11.S. -cities, the depth of overhang required to adequately shade the upper
sir feet of a wall. If the windows extend down more than six feet, the
overhang should be proportionately increased.

Amount of overhang required ,to shade six feet of wall

Cities .latitude

\ Direction window faces

Approx.\ Southeast East
\ South Southwest West

Duluth, MN/Seattle, WA 47°
N

6'0" 7'2"

New York, NY/Chicago, IL 42° 2'8" \ 5'2" 7'2"

Washington, DC/Denver, CO 39° 2'3" 4'10' 7'2"

Atlanta, GA/Dallas, TX/Los Angeles, CA 34° 1'7" 47 7'2'
Jacksonville, FL/Houston, TX 30° 1,1" 3'9" , 7'2"

Tampa, FL/Corpus Christi, TX 28° 10' 3.511 'Pr N

Deciduous trees (trees that lose their ,leaves in the winter) are very good,.
summer "shading devices" because they provide shade exactly when it is
needed in the summer and let sunlight through when it is needed in the
winter. If a home is completely shaded by trees in the summer, its air con-
ditioning bill may be reduced by half.
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Awnings and exterior shutters can also be used for summer shading. Awn-
ings have the disadvantages that they have to he removed and replaced
each fall and spring in order to provide full winter heath-al:and that they'
are subject to deterioration from the weather.

Inside blinds, shades and draperies help to cut summer sun, but they are
the least satisfactory way to do so, since they do not stop the sun's rays

. until they are already inside the'glass. See page 47.

In warm climates, the, desirable direction for wmdows to face is east
or west. In the summer, these windows receive the low rays of the early mor-
ning and late afternoon sun, and cannot be easily shaded by overhangs. If a
home in .a warm climate has large west-facipg windows you should consider

_ providing some type of shading to block the afternoon summer sun.

It Something to look for in a new home

Something to look for in a used home

BI Something you can install after purchase
Low in cost to install
IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

2. Efficient shape
Shape and height of the home affects its heat loss characteristics. The

most important factor is the shape of the floor plan of the home: a simple,
compact, rectangular home is more energy-efficient than an equivalent
home with a complicated L-, T- or H-shape, because its wall area is smaller
even though it has the same floor area.

It makes less difference whether a hOuse is one or two stories. Although a
two-story house has lesiiotal exterior surface compared to its floor area, it

'usually has more wall area compared to its floor area, and walls normally
are less energy-efficient than ceilings and floors.

Tc vn houses and row houses that share party walls may be more energy-
effic ,f:rit than detached houses because of the reduced exterior wall area:
How e\ er, party walls are sometimes constructed in a way that results in
signifZcant heat loss.

Shorter walls also result in reduced heat loss. Walls that are 7 feet, 6
inches high lose less heal than eight-foot walls. Energy-efficient floor plan.

Aiknings can be used for summer shading.

tit Something to look for in a new home

se Something to look for in a used home

Something you can install after purchase
Low in cost to instal!
IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective

3.. Solar space heating
Solar energy systems for space heating are covered by a variety of
specialized books on the subject. For assistance in this area and information
on tax credits, call the National Solar Center toll-free at 800/523-2929.

Mr Something to look for in a new home

Something to look for in a used home

Something you can install after purchase
Low in cost to install

IMPORTANT Highly cost-effective
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These pages provide a reference list to assist buyers of both new and used homes who want to take a more careful,
detailed look et a home. This, Guide presents recommendations concerning 40 different features of a home. For
each of the five climate zones, the checklist tells you whether the feature is definitely recommended, of no value,
or definitely not recommended. This list of features overlaps the "twelve features for new homes" and the items to
be inspect in used homes. Many additional features, however, are also covered.

The features are presented here with only,brief descriptions. All of them are explained in detail elsewhere in
The Energy-Wise Homebuyer, and page references are included.

CeilingInsulation 8,g4

Wall Insulation (except for masonry walls) 8, 35

Floor Insulation
(Floors over unheated spaces) 8, 35

Walls of
Heated Basements 8, 35

Insulation Around Edge of
Concrete Slab Floor

No. Layers of Glass 11, 32

Storm Doors or
Thermal Doors 11, 32

R -19 R-19 R-19 R-30 R-38

R-11 R-11 R-13 R-13 R-19

not
no needed R-11 R-11 R-19

no

no

1

not
needed R-6 R-11 R-11

R-2 R-5 R-7.5 . R-7.5

1 1 2

no no no no

3

Electric Furnace as
Main Heat Source 12

Electric Room Heaters With
Individual Room Controls 16

Oil or
Gas Furnace 12

OK avoid avoid avoid avoid

OK OK OK OK OK

not
needed yes yea yes yes

If Central Air Cor.aitioning Used, Is Heat Pump
Recommended Instead of Electric Resistance Heat?

Suggested Minimum EER3 of
Air Conditioning Equipment

Ducts and Heating Pipes
Inside Heated Space 14

Ducts Insulated If
Outside Heated Space 14, 36

Heating Pipes Insulated If
Outside Heated Space 14, 36

Outside Combustion Air Intake
for Furnace 18

Zoned Heating System 16

Whole House Ventilating Fr..-1 47

Clock Thermostat(s)
(Except. With Heat Pump) 16

yes yes yes yes yes

R-4 R-4 R-6 R ' R-10

R-2 R-2 R-3 R-3 R-4

Yes yes yes yes yes

no yes yes yes yes

yes yes yes maybe possibly

only if
central A/C yes yes yes yes

'Follow the recommendations in Table 2, page 8 and Table 4, page 11, if electric resistanc> heat is used.
'Check with local power company for precise information for your area
"'Energy Efficiency Ratio"
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.-:-

Shape of Heated Space
-

Yes yes

. ,

yes yes

Maximum Windows to South; South East & West
Windows Shaded in Summer; Deciduous Shade Trees 17, 52 no yes yes yes yes

Minimum Total Window Area if Windows Not Facing
in the Right Direction, or Not Properly Shaded 52 yes yes' yes yes yes

Low Walls 71/2 ft. instead of 8 ft.
or more 53 yea yes yes yea yea

Vestibule Entryway
51

not
needed .

not
needed

not
needed

.

ycs desirable

Windbreaks (e.g., evergreen shrubs or hedges) u
in Direition of Winter Wind

.

Recommended Attic Vent Area as Fraction of
Total Attic Floor Area .

49
not

needed

.

, 1/150

not
needed

-,-

1/150

not
needed

1/150

yea

1/150

desirable

_

1/150

RecoMmended Attic Vent Area if Vapor Barrier Provided
Under Ceiling Insulation

-

48 1/300 1/300 1/300 1/300 1/300

Attic Power Vents
(Exhausts Air From Attic)

_
48 no no no no no

Fireplace or Wood Stove Sealed Combustion Unit
with Outside-Air Intake If lowcost firewood available 51 no value - no value maybe maybe yes

Fireplace or Stove Not Sealed or With no Outside
Combustion Air Intake 51 c-. no no no no no

Efficient Waterheater (heavy insulation jacket)
a. if inside heated and cooled space

:

49 yes yes
if A/C

provided maybe
little
value

b. if outside heated and cooled space r.: 49
not

needed
not

needed maybe yes. yes /

Solar-Assisted Water Heater _ maybe maybe me be possible doubtful

Water-Saving Faucets and Showerheads , 47 . yes , yes yes yes yes r

Fluorescent Lighting where possible 49 yes yes yes yes yes

Heavy Draperies, Shades,
Shutters on Windows 44, 47, 52 yes yes yes yes yes

High-Efficiency Refrigerator, Washer, Dryer 51 yes yea yet; yep yes

Exhaust fans in Bathroom, Kitchen, Laundry . .

Look for quality and completeness of
the following:

Caulking and Weatherstripping - 10, 30

if A4C
provided

.

if A/C
provided

......

if A/C
provided

. . ..

yes, all zones

if A/C
provided

,

.

no

Band Joist (Rim Joist) Insulation 17 yes, all zones

Well-Installed Ceiling Insulation; Attic Access
Insulated and Weatherstripped 15 yes, all zones

Sill Sealing Insulation, Caulking of Sill, or
Tight Fit 10 yes, all zones
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Band Joist, Rim Joist
The board, set' on edge on the sill plate, that runs around the outer edge
of the underfloor structure.

Batt Insulation
Pieces of glass fiber or rock wool insulation, 16 or 24 inches wide and 4
or 8 feet, long. -

Blanket Insulation
Long rolls of glass fiber or rock" wool insulation.

Blown-In Insulation
Looie insulation injected into a wall cavity or attic by means of a
special machine.

British Thermal Unit (Btu)
A measure of heat energy: One Btu is the amount of heat required to
raise the temperature of a pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit.

Caulking
A flexible material used to fill gaps where two different surfaces of the
houge meet.

Cellulosic Fiber Insulation .
A loose insulation manufactured from wood or paper products and
usually chemically treated for fire resistance. All such material used in
homes should comply with General Services Administration specifica-
tions to assure fire resistance.

Clock Thermostat
A thermostat that automatically raises and lowers the indoor tem-
perature at specified times of the day or night. .

Coefficient of Performance (COP)
A measure of the efficiency bf a heat pump or air conditioner. The COP,.
is defined as the number of Btu's of heat that are moved between in-
doors and outdoors by each Btu of hiput energy used to operate the
unit. A unit with a higher COP is more efficient. The COP is propor-
tional to the EER (see below).

Cost-Effectiveness
A measure of the degree to which an energy-efficiency measure results
in savings that pay, for its original purchase cost. A measure with high
cost-effectiveness, other things being equal, is a better investment than
one with low cost-effectiveness.

Degree Day
A. measure of winter climate severity: One degree day is one degree
Fahrenheit difference between the average outdoor temperature for the
day and a standard temperature of 65° Fahrenheit. Yearly .heating
costs are roughly proportional to yearly heating degree days.

Electric Furnace
A centrally-located device which heats air with electric resistance
heating elements for distribution throughout the house.

Electric Resistance Heat
Heat produced by the flow of electricity through high-resistance wire,
'tape, or film.

a
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Energy Efficiency Ratio (EER)
A measure ,of air conditioner efficiency. The EER is defined as the

.number of Btu's.of heat removed from the house by an air conditioner
:peer watt of electrical energy used to operate the unit. A unit with a
higher EER is more efficient. See page 13 for how to calculate EER's.

Expanded Polystyrene ("headboard")
A-rigid plastic insulating material.

Extruded Polystyrene ("Styrofoam")
A rigid plastic insulating material.-

Glass Fiber Insulation ("Fiberglass")
Insulation made out of thin strands of glass fiber, either in the form of
batts, blankets or rolls, or loose-filL

Heat Purnp
A device, similar in operation to an air conditioner, which extracts heat
from the outdoor air in winter and mines it indoors. It is electrically
operated but is more efficient than electric viistance heat under most
climate conditions. In the summer, a heat pump operates to provide
cooling like an ordinary central air conditioner.

Infiltration
The leakage of air thrOugh cracks in the surface components of a
building.

Insulating Glass
Two layers of glass with an air space in between, manufactured as a
single unit.

Joists..-.
The beams that support a floor or ceiling.

Loose-fill Insulation .

Insulation in the form of short fibers or granules that can be poured, or
blown into place by a special machine.

Outside Combustion Air Intake
A duct to a furnace or fireplace that draws cold air from the outside for
use in the combustion process.

R-value
A measure of the insulating value of a substance. &higher R-value
means a higher insulating ability.

Retrofit
Alteration of a home or addition of materials or devices to improve its
energy performance.

Sealed Combustion Unit
A furnace or fireplace which shuts out air except at controllable vents.

Sill Plate
The horizontal board, lying flat on top of the foundation, on which the
outer wall rests.

Sill Sealing Ins' ulation
Insulation placed between foundation and sill to prevent air leakage.

Sizing (of Furnace)
The heating capacity of an oil or gas furnace. A furnace with too large a
capacity- ("oversized") is inefficient. Fumabe sizing can often be
reduced through minor modifications. See page 46.

'Registered trademark of the Dow Chemical Company
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Thermal Break
A layer of insulating material between the inner'and outer frames of a
metal-framed windlw.

Thermal Door
A tightly sealing doo-r manufactured with an insulating t ore'encased
within an outer shell.

Ureaformaldehyde Foam
An insulating foam primarily used for injection into existing walls.

Urethane Foam
A plastic insulating material available as rigid boards, or for spraying
onto building surfaces.

Vapor Barrier
A thin sheet of plastic or specially treated paper that resists penetra-
tion by moisture. Su& a layer should normally be located on the side of
a layer of insulation facing the interior of the house.

Weatherstripping
Flexible metal, vinyl, foam .or felt material for preventing air leaks
around the moving parts of windows and doors.

In The Bank . . or Up The Chimney?
A Dollars and Cents Guide to Energy-Saving Home Improvements,
Second Edition, 1977
By the U. S. Department of Housing and .Urban Development. Complete
information on how to choose the most cost-effective energy conservation
improvements for any home, plus detailed, illustrated how-to instruc-
tions. 72 pages.

For sale by the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402. Price $1.70. Specify Stock Num-
ber 023-000-00411-9.

Thermal Performance Guidelines for One and Two Family Dwellings,
1977
By the National Association of Home Builders. Detailed information on
the most cost-effective levels of insulation and other energy-saving
features for new homes, for your exact climate and energy prices.

For sale by the National Association of Home. Builders, 15th and M
Streets, NW, Washington, DC 20005. Price $10.00. NAHB Publication
No. 560.02.

Solar Hot. Water and Your Home
By the National Solar Heating And Cooling Information Center. Detailed
information on all aspects of solar domestic hot water heating. 20 pages.

Free from the National Solar Center: call toll-free 800/523-2929.

* The National Solar Center's toll-free number, 800/523;2929, is a hotline
for all types of federal information resources on solar heating and cooling.
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#

air conditioner efficiency 13-14
air conditioner maintenance 45, 46
air filters 45
appliances .: 51
attic insulation 8-9, 15, 33-34
attic ventilation 48
band joist insulation 17

caulking 10, 30-31
climate zones 9, 33

16: 37 ,
,clock thermostat i

drapes 44, 47
duct insulation 14, 36
electric resistance heating 12-13
energy cost estimates 20-21, 26-28
energy effiCiency ratio (EER) 13-14
fans 47-48
financing # i -29

fireplaces 18, 44, 51
floor insulation 8-9, 33-35
fluorescent lights 49
fuel cost estimates 20-21, 26-28
furnace efficiency 36-37, 50
furnace maintenance 45, 46-47
gas furnaces 12, 36-37
heat pumps 12-13
heating pipe insulation 14, 36
hot water tank -- -44;16
hOt water tank insulation 49
individual room controls 16, 37
insulating glass 11, '32
insulation requirements 8-9, 33-36
oil furnaces 12, 36-37
rim joist insulation - 17

R-value 8, 34
solar orientation 17, 52-53
solar space heating 53
solar water heating 50-51
storm doors 11, 32
storm windows 11, 32
thermal doors 11, 32
utility bills 20, 26-27
well insulation 8-9, 33-35
water saving devices 47
weatherstripping 10, 31
windbreaks 49
window blinds 44, 47
woodburning stoves 51
zoned heating systems. -. 16
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This manual has been prepared by Technology + Economics, Inc. under
Contract No. H-2648 for the Division of Energy, Building Technology and
Standards, Office of Policy Development and Research, US. Department
of Housing and Urban Development, and was supported by funds from the
Office of Buildings and Community Systems, Office of Conservation and
Solar Applications, U.S. Department of Energy.

The authors wish to thank Mary Ann Eichenberger of the Division of
Energy, Building-Technology, and Standards at HUD for her untiring sup-
port and assistance throughout the course of the project. Her efforts on this
project provided us with invaluable service.

The authors also wish to thank Mary-Lynn Wrabel and Gerald Leighton
at the Department of Energy, and Joseph Sherman and Robert Jones, Jr.,
AIA at the Department of Housing and Urban Development, and many
others at both agencies for their professional assistance throughout the
project.
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